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EDITORIAL.
E invite special attention to the pages dealing with the Officers'
Organisation and its proposed activities.
The establishment of
this organisation is destined to be of momentous importance to the
inner life of the Army; it is of momentous importance to this
Journal at the moment. The Committee of Management of AN T-OGLACH
has been compelled by force of circumstances to lead a hand-to-mouth existence in the matter of editorial policy-and by consequence in the matter of
copy on occasion. It has merely carried on during a transition-phase and
now hands over to a body fortified, so to speak, with popular sanctions. Its
successor is authorised, within generous terms of reference, to discuss questions of policy and to roam over a field of wider interest, or to vary the
metaphor-it is better qualified to sail between Scylla and Charybdis.
The Committee apologises to its readers for the delay in the production of the present number. It was waiting for the birth of the organisation
that should synchronise with its own death. .. Le roi est mort. Vice le
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CUMANN COSANTA NAISIUNTA.
Office of AN T-OOLACH,
2 & 3 Yarnhall Street,
Dublin, C.11,
August 14th, 1929.
To the Officers of the Defence Forces.
GENTLEMEN,
The Committee appointed at the last general meeting of Officers held
on 15th March, 1929, to investigate the possibilities of the formation of an
Officers' Association, have now completed their report and have drafted a
constitution for the Association which has already had the approval of the
Minister for Defence and of the Army Headquartters Staff.
A general meeting of Officers will be held at McKee Barracks, Dublin, on Wednesday, August 28th, at 7 o'clock, p.m., for the purpose of considering the Committee's report and draft constitution of the Officers' Association.
The following is the agenda:I. Resolution: .. That this general meeting of the Officers
of the Forces approves of the formation of the proposed Officers' Association; that it adopts the report of the
Committee of officers elected to study this question and that
it hereby constitutes itself the First Annual General Meeting
of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta."
Note.-This resolution is placed first on the agenda in order
to give officers an opportunity of discussing the proposed association.
ll. Consideration of draft constitution.
ill. Consideration of notes on formation, scope, etc., of AN
T-OOLACH.
IV. Election of officers.
V. Other business.
It is desired that every officer of the Forces (Reaular and Reserve),
~t otherwise on duty, should make a special endeavour to attend this meetmg. In mall units or garrisons at least one officer should be selected to
attend and empowered to speak and vote on behalf of such unit .
. The follOwing is the Committee's Report which will be put before the
meetmg together with the Draft Constitution and notes on the form and
&COpe of AN T-OOLACH.
S. MCGORAN, Colonel,
Chairman, Committee of Management.
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OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Bungalow,
Curragh Training Camp,
27th July, 1929.

Colonel Seamus McGoran,
Chairman,
Committee of Management, AN T·OGLACU.
My Dear Colonel McGoran,-I enolose herewith report of the Committee
elected by the general body of Officers of the Forces on 15th March last, for
the purpose of studying the question of the projected Officers' Association.
You will note that two Appendices are attached to the report, viz.,
Appendix I.-Draft Constitution.
Appendix II.-Notes on form, scope, etc., of AN T-OOLACU.
May I suggest that, as the convening authority of the original general
meeting, your Committee summon a further general meeting of Officers of
the Forces for the purpose of considering this report and its appendices, and
determining upon their further line of action.
Yours sincerely,
AODU MAcNEILL,

Major-G~eral.

TO THE OFFICERS OF THE DEFENCE FOROES.
FORMATION OF OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION-OGLAIGU NA U-EIREANN-FINAL
REPORT OF ORGANISATION OOMMITTEE.

I.-.GENBRAL.
Gentlemen,
The Committee appointed to study the matter of the formation of an
Officers' Association for the Irish Army have pleasure in submitting herewith their report for the information of their brother Officers.
The circumstances under which this Committee came into being are as
follows:_
A general meeting of the Officers of the Forces was called by the Management Committee of AN T-OOLACU on the 15th March, 1929, for the purpose
of investigating the present position of the Army Journal and reaching a
decision as to the advisability of further publication. The whole position of
the Journal was reviewed at this meeting and eventually a resolution was
passed to the following effect:.. (1) That this General Meeting of Officers of the Forces feels that AN
T-OGLACU can only continue to exist as the organ of the organised opinion
of the Officer body of the Army .
.. (2) That a Committee be hereby appointed to determine whether any
such organisation of the Officer body is practicable, and if so, to submit reCQrnmendatio.ns as to form, scope, etc., to this general meetin~."
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In accordance with this resolution the following Commi ttee was elected
by the meeting to deal with the matter as set out above :Major-General H. MacNeill.
Colonel M. J. Costello.

Major Liam Archer.
Major J. P. M. Cotter.
Captain James Flynn.
2.-BAS IS OF STUDY.
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result of thi~ meeting the Military Members of the Council of Defence suggested certalll amendments to the Draft Constitution which could be discussed between the Minister and the Committee at a subsequent date.
5.-MEETING WITH THE MINISTER FOR DEFENCE.
On the 25th June the Committee met the Minister and the other members of the Defence Council, and the whole project was discussed in detail.
1'he Minister made his views on the matter clear to the Committee in his
own general statement that he .. agreed that an Officers' Association is both
necessary and desirable, and that relying on the good sense and intelligence
of our Officers, he felt that the promotion of such an Association will have
extremely good results both within and outside the Service."
The Committee Ilre glad to be able to report thnt agreement was reached
on all major points, the results of which are embodied in attached draft
Constitution.
6.-PnOORAKME FOR THE ASSOCIATION.
Th~ Committee strongly recommend the adoption of the Draft Cl)nsntution as submitted, and the immediate inauguration of the proposed Association. It suggests that consideration should be given to some such immediate programme for the Association as the following:(a) Publioation of AN T-OOLACH on the lines laid down (Appendix II),
as the offioial organ of the Association.
(b) The promotion of a number of leotures, debates, etc., on matters
of National and Military interest in large garrison centres during
the coming Winter.
(c) The organisation of a Guild which would be in a position to
arrange with traders for advantageous terms to members of the
Association and their families. The possibility of extending the
operations of this Guild to transport utilities, amusements, etc ..
to be considered.
(d) The organisation of a Publishing Department which at first would
of necessity confine itself to the procurement of standard texts,
manuals, etc., at advantageous ?ates, through the medium of .(c)
above but which would later extend its activities to cover assIstmembers in publishing texts, etc., and to the publication
ance
of works by the Association as such.
(e) The organisation of an Officers' Benevolent Fund.
(f) The initiation in co-operation with other agencies, of research
into the activities of Irish Armies and Irish Soldiers of the past ,
at home and abroad.
Later on, as the Association becomes more powerful and fun~ ~r
mit, the addition of other activities, or the extension of pro~ actlVltle
may be considered. The organisation of leotures, debates, etc., U1 IIm"Uel'

i.e
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centres, the suggested extension of the publishing department, and the organisation of an Officers' Club for the benefit of members of the Association,
ure all pos ibilities which can be kept in mind.
7 .-CONCLUSION.
The Committee beg to attach herewith the following Appendices:Appendix I.-Draft Constitution.
Appendix II.-Notes on Form and Scope of AN T-OGLACH.
In recommending to their brother Officers the acceptance of this report
and its attached Appendices the Committee wish to place on record their
appreciation of the highly considerate and helpful attitude with which thQy
were met by the Minister, in particular, and the members of the Defence
Council in general. They feel that this evidence of co-operation and good
wishes on the part of the Army Authorities may well be regarded as a good
augury, not alone for the success of the projected Association, but for the
future welfare and contentment of the Officer body.

(Signed),
AODH MAC NEILL, Major-General.
M. J. COSTELLO, Colonel.
L. A. ARCHER, Major.
J. P. M. COTTER, Major.
Members.
JAS. FLYNN, Capt.,
Han. ~ecretary.
APPENDIX I.
CDMAN
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COSANTA NAISIDNTA.

DRAFT CONSTITUTION.
NAME.
'f he Organisation shall be known as .. Cumarin Cosanta Naisiunta ..
rfhe National Defence Association).
OBJECTS.
Th objects of the Association shall be:(1) To develop the higbest standards and traditions of service amongst
the personnel of tbe Defence Forces
~~~ ;Ul~;?t~ a national appreciation ·of the p~oblem of Defence.
o 0 n m It power to promote the welfare and comfort of Officurs
nDti d their familie , and to improve their social and material rv.,si-

;0

ons.

The A
me~:_

-

MEANS.

00·

t·Ion sh all endeavour to attain its objects by the follo~ing

In
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(1) The fostering of esprit-de-corps and the promotion of a spirit of
efficiency and corporate pride.
(2) The dissemination of professional knowledge and the exchange of
ideas as to the application of such knowledge to the particular role
of the Defence Forces in war.
(3) The advocacy of the full exploitation of the resources of the
nation and preparation for true economy in their use in war time.
(4) The examination and discussion of all matters affecting the problem of National Defence and the interests of serving personnel.
(5) The conduct, in co-operation with other agencies, official or otherwise, of research into the activities of Irish Armies and Soldiers
at home and abroad; the lives of Irish Soldiers of all times, and
the influence of Ireland in the world's history.
(6) The creation and management of Guilds, Benevolent Funds, etc.,
for the benefit of members (Officers) of the Defence Forces, their
wives and families.
(7) The publication of AN T-OOLACH as the official organ of the
Association.
(8) The initiation of and participation in such other matters as are
lawful in accordance with the interests of the Service and incidental or conducive to the attainment of the objects of the Association or any of them.
MEMBERSHIP.
(9) Membership of the Association shall be open to all Commissioned
Officers of the .Defence Forces, Regular or Reserve; to all former
Commissioned Officers of Oglaigh na h-Eireann of honourable
record, and to such other persons as are provided for hereunder :' (10) There shall be three classes of members as follows:Associate Members,
Active Members,
Honorary Members.
(11) Serving Commissioned Officers of the Defence Forces includi~g
Officer8 on the Re8erve, shall be eligible for Active Members~p.
Such Members shall be eligible for automatic election ~n appli~a
tion to the Executive Committee acting for the CounCIl. ActIve
Members shall be entitled to participate in 1111 activities, benefits,
etc. , of the Association, and shall have the right to :ote at all
general and other meetings, and be eligible fur electIOn to any
office in the Association.
. .
(12) Former Officers of Oglaigh no. h-Eireann hall be .eliglble for
Associate Membership. All candidates for such electIon shall be
proposed and seconded by two Active Members, .and hall be
elected by a two-thirds vote of the Council. ASSOCIate Membe~
shall not be eligible to vote at any General Meetings or at a pol
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of the Association, but shall otherwise be entitled to all the advantages and benefits of Membership and shall be eligible for election to any office in the Association.
An Associate Member
elected to any office in the Association shall have all the rights of
an Active Member as far as voting, etc., is concerned.
(1S) Persons other than serving or retired Officers who have displayed
exceptional interest or activity in matters of National Defence or
any Branch of historical or military study or research, may be
elected Honorary Members. Such Member shall be elected by a
75 per cent. vote of the Council, and shall be entitled to participate in all activities, advantages and benefits of the Association
other than any benefits accruing under "Means, Article 6."
They shall not be entitled to vote or be eligible for any office in
the Association.
(14) The Association shall consist of:Council,
Executive Council,
Branches,
Individual Members.
(15) The Council shall be elected as provided for in Article 21. It
shall meet periodically and at least once in every three months
to determine matters of policy, etc. It shall be responsible to
the Association in General Meeting assembled.
(16) The Executive Council shall be constituted as provided for in
Article SO. It shall meet periodically and in no case less than
once a month, and shall be responsible to the Council for the
routine management of the Association and for such other matters as are provided for in Article S2 and 3S.
(17) Branches may be organised in any Arm or Service, Garrison,
St~ft Branch, or Unit, as the Council may from time to time
think fit, xcept that every Branch must consist of at least six
Active Members. A Secretary shall be elected by the members
of each Branch. The senior serving Officer present shall preside
at Branch Meetings, etc.
(IS) Individual members may be affiliated in the manner prescribed in
Articles 11 to IS.

TIlE

CoUNCIL.

(19) The Council shall consist of:The President of the Association
The Vice-President of the Association
The Hon. Gen. Treasurer,
•
The Hon. Gen. Secretary,
The Editor of AN T-OGUCD.
Ten Additional Members.
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(20) Not more than one·fourth of the members of the Council shall be
composed of Associate Members.
(21) The Council, other than the Editor of AN T·OOLACH, shall be
elected annually in the following manner:Any Affiliated branch of any six individual members, Active
or Associate, or both, may submit nominations for the offices of
of the Association or for individual members to the Council. Such
nominations must be submitted to the Council at least one clear
These
calendar month prior to the Annual General Meeting.
nominations shall be published in AN T-OOLACH, or otherwise as
the Council may think fit , at least two weeks prior to the Annual
General Meeting, and voting papers sent to all Active Members
at the same time. These voting papers must be returned to the
Council at least 48 hours prior to the General Meeting referred to.
(22) The Council shall determine all questions as to the validity of
such elections or of any votes recorded at such elections.
(23) The Officers and Council thus elected shall take office at and from
the end of the Annual Meeting, and shall retain the same until
the end of the ensuing General Meeting except as provided for in
Article 25 below.
(24) In case of vacancies arising through any reason among Officers
of Members of the Council the latter shall have power and authority to co-opt a successor or successors or to appoint pro-tern a
a deputy to the office or vacancy affected.
(25) It shall be the duty of all Members of the Council to promote and
be responsible for the interests of the Association and to personally attend all meetings of the Council. Any member of the
Council who fails to put in this attendance at meetings shall be
ipso facto disqualified, and cease to be a member and become ineligible for candidature for the ensuing twelve months, unless
good cause for absence be shown and approved by the Council or
or bv the Association in General Meeting assembled.
(26) The -transaction of the business of the Association and its entire
management shall be vested in the Council who, in addition ~
the powers and authorities expressly conferred upon them by ~bis
constitution may do all such acts and things as may be exercised
and done by the Association and as are not h~r~by ~xpressed,
directed, or required to be exercised by the ASSOCiation m General

Meeting assembled.
(27) The Council shall at all times be bound by and act in acoord~ce
with any resolution passed by the Association in General Meetmg
assembled.
(28) Twelve members of the Council shall form a quorum.
(29) The Editor of AN T-OOLACH shall be appointed by the Council not
necessarily from among its own members.
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EXECUTIVE COJOlITTEE.
(30) The Executive Committee shall consist of the Officers of the
Council, including the Editor of AN T-OGLACH.
(31) Not more than two Associate Members shall hold office on the
Executive Committee.
(32) The Executive Committee shall be responsible to the Council for
the routine business of the Association and for such other matters
8S may be delegated to it by the Council.
(88) Without prejudice to the provisions of the above (32) the Executive Committee shall be responsible for the management of AN
T-OGLACH.
(84) Four members of the Executive Committee shall form a quorum.
MEMBERS.
(35) Membership of the Association shall be strictly confined to the
qualified persons as set out in Article 9-13.
(86) Membership shall be terminated by the Council if a member of
the Association(a) Be dismissed the Service.
(b) Is found guilty of a criminal offence involving gross misconduct, by a competent tribunal.
(c) Acts in manner which in the opinion of two-thirds of the
Council is likely to bring discredit on the Association.
(87) Members expelled under Article 36 (c) may appeal to the Association in General Meeting assembled and may be reinstated by twoMembers expelled under
thirds vote of the members present.
Article 36 (a) or (b) may not be reinstated.
(38) Any member whose subscription falls into arrears for a. period of
over two months may be suspended by the Council. The Council
may remove the suspension of such member at any time within
one year of the date of suspension provided that the default is
properly explained and the arrears paid.
(89) Any members wishing to resign from the Association must submit
~eir reo ignation to the Hon. General Secretary in writing, failmg which they will be held responsible for all subscriptions or
due tbnt tbey would otherwise be liable for.
GENERAL MEETING.
(40) An Annual General Meeting of the Association shall be held
wit~ the first four months of the Association year at such place
and tune and on Buch date as the Council may decide.
(41) O~ the requi ition in writing of 50 members of the Association or
S1X ~embers of the Council, the Hon. Gen. Secretary shall call a
SpeCIal General Meeting of the Association which shall be held
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(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

II

at the time and place requested, provided that due notice of the
time and place of the Meeting, with the names of the convenors
shall be given to every Member of the Association.
'
Notice of all General Meetings specifying the dates, time, and
place of Meeting and the nature of the business to be transacted
shall be given to every member of the Association. Publication
of the notice in AN T-OGLACH at least two weeks prior to the
General Meeting shall be considered satisfactory notice.
At any General Meeting unless a poll is demanded by at least
five members, a declaration by the Chairman that a resolution
has been carried or rejected and an authenticated entry to that
effect in the Minute Book of the Association shall be sufficient
evidence of the fact without proof of the number or proportion of
the votes recorded for or against; such resolution.
If a poll is taken at a General Meeting it shall be taken by open
voting unless a ballot is demanded by at least five members. The
result of the poll shall be deemed the resolution of the Meeting
at which the poll is demanded. The Chairman in case of an
equality of votes at a meeting or a poll shall have a casting vote
in addition to the vote to which he is entitled as a member.
At all General Meetings every Active Member of the Association
shall have one vote.

POLL OF THE ASSOCIATION.
(46) The Council is empowered to obtain the opinion of all members
of the Association on any matter by a poll by post or otherwise as
the Council or Association in General Meeting assembled may
direct. Such poll will bind the Council and the Association unless it is rescinded by a subsequent General Meeting.
(47) (a) Subscription for Active and Associate Members shall be £1
(one pound) per annum, payable half-yearly, which subscription
shall include the Annual Subscription to AN T-OGLAOH.
(b) The members of the Executive Committee shall be respon,
sible for the funds of the Association.
(c) Auditors shall be appointed by the Annual General Meeting of the Associati<;lD.
ASSOCIATION

YBAR.

The Association year shall be from .................. · .. ·· · .... .. .... .. .. ........ ..
to . ... .... ......... ..... ............. ................
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APPENDIX
.. AN

n.

T-OGLACH. "

NOTES ON PROPOSED OBJECTS, FORM, AND SCOPE
DEFENCE ASSOCIATION.

AS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

I.-FUNCTION.
AN T-OGLACB will be the official organ of the Defence Association, and
the principal instrument in the promulgation of the policy and objects of
the Association.
As such, it will possess a distinctly National tone, and its scope will be
greatly increased and extended.
.
2.-POLICY.
'fhe Policy of the Journal shall be to advocate, stimulate interest in, and
direct its entire influence definitely towards the following:(a) The cultivation in the minds of the people of a national appreciation of the essential nature of the problem of National Defence.
(b) The maintenance and development of a sense of national con·
sciousness among the armed forces of the State, and the cultivation of esprit-de-corps.
(c) The publication and dissemination of information, general, technical and semi-technical, afiecting National Defence or Military
preparedness.
(d) The examination and discussion in the interests of serving personnel of projected legislation or the amendment of existing legiSlation, subject to the limitations set out in para. 4 (Control) hereunder.
(e) The publication of matters relating to the activities of Irish ArInies
and soldiers at home and abroad' the lives of Irish soldiers of all
times, and the influence of Irel~d in the World's History.
(f) The ~ublication of such other matters as may be conducive to the
aUainment of the objects of the Association.
S.-FORM .
. With a view to these ends the Journal would provide regularly the followmg features:1. Artioles dealing with international afiairs.
2. The development of Defence Policy in Ireland including an analysis
and
comparison. ~f prono~cements .
.
the 'fVioua
m An Dail
and'
elsewhere by members 0 f
political partIes or organisations.
8. Items of general natianal and military interest.
4. No\es contributed by:-
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(i.) The General Staff, Adjutant.General's and Quartermaster·
General's Branches, setting forth problems under consideration
~ect~g each particular Branch or the Army as a whole, and
mcluding forecasts of proposed legislation or regulations.
(ii.) The 2nd Bureau of the General Staff on development in organisa.
tion, equipment, material, cost, etc., of foreign armies.
N.B.-The Chief of Staff would be requested to issue instructions for
the compilation of these Notes.
5. A Reserve Officers' Section containing matter of particular interest
to Officers on the Reserve, and matters calculated to inspire them with an
appreciation of their relation to the serving Army.
6. Notes on the activities of the Association, reports of meetings, lec·
tures, debates, discussions, new enrolments, etc.

4.-CoNTROL.
(a) The Executive Committee of the Defence Association are vested
with the complete control and management of AN T·OOLACB as well
as the responsibility for the effective direction of its editorial columns
in the advancement of the objects of the Association.
(b) Editorial columns may not be used for the criticism of existing
policy or regulations, except with the authority, and by the express
direction of the Executive Committee acting in accordance with the
policy laid down by the Council.
(c) Comment or criticism of existing policy or regulations by individual
contributors may be accepted for publication, but the Journal or the
Executive Committee will accept no responsibility for opinion 80
expressed.
(d) All such criticism must be of a constructive nature, must be ex·
pressed in disciplined, restrained language, and must accep~ ~he
principle of absolute and complete compliance with the 6XIstmg
policy or regulat;ons.
5._SUBSCRIPTION.

In the case of members of the Association, subscription to the J oumal
shall be covered by the General Subscription of the Association.
6._RBCOKKBNDATIONS.
It is felt that the .success of the Journal will depend upon increased
circulation and lower costs, and it is recommended, therefore, that et~~ry
effort be made to have the Journal issued more frequently, .say. mOD 1.
and set up in a more attractive and standard, but less expellSlve. form than
heretofore.
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THEMANffiUVREOFBANTRY BAY
By COL. J. J. O'CONNELL, General Staff.

CHAPTER

v.

THE OPPOSING FORCES IN IRELAND .
T has so happened that already allusions of a general nature have been
made to the military situation in Ireland itself immediately prior to the
sailing of Hoche from Brest. It is now necessary to deal more completely with this matter. It is necessary to see what the military forces
already in the country were like-as well the prospective auxiliaries of
Hoche as his adversaries. Without a fairly exhaustive survey of this it will
not be possible to form a reasonable estimate as to the likely, course of a
campaign resulting from a landing.

I

IRISHMEN.
Before dealing with the forces available in the English interest it is de·
sirable to give first some idea of the forces likely to be available to co·operate
with Hoche. These forces were comprised in the Society of United Irishmen, a very wide-spread organisation designed to further a movement of
insurrection, and in direct touch with Hoche through Tone and other of its
principal chiefs.
It is the fashion to decry insurgent troops in general; and in reviews of
Hoche's enterprise it is the line of historians to minimise the potential military effort of the United Irishmen in particular.
The evidence of actual
historical instances is the other way. Given a reasonably sound and serious
nucleus to which to rally, an insurgent people practically alwa)'s wins-and
for the reason that when an attempt is made deliberately to throw off a
foreign dominion it is, in practice, only because that dominion is felt to be
weakening. This was the case alike of America in 1776, and of Finland in

THE UYlTED

1918.

THBm MILITARY ORGANISATION.

~ milit~ organisation was grafted on to the Civil organisation of the
Umted Irishmen during the course of the winter of 1796-97. It was as follows: .. T~e. secretary of each ordinary committee of 12 was appointed a
non-comnus81oned officer; the delegates of five societies to a lower baronia.l
committee was commonly made a captain, with 60 men under him. The
delegatB of ten lower baronials to the upper and district :Committee became
II. col?nel, commanding a. battalion of 600 men; the colonels in each county
r nb ~ the names of three persons, one of whom was appointed by the execuIV~ directory, adjutant-general for the county, and it was the duty of these
~lutant..generals to communicate directly with the executive. Orders were
~lven Ulat every member of the Society should endeavour to procure a gun,
_:Yl~t, ~ ammunition, or, if this was not possible a pair of pistols, or
- e...... a pike. ...
'
·Lecky·. "Ireland m
· t he Eighteenth

~ntury,"

Vol.

, Page.
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There was t.hus at least the framework of an army-a framework, too.
of a kind not new to the soldiers of Revolutionary France. These latter
would be prepared to make the necessary allowances for the shortcomings
of such an organisation-confident that in a people of good natural military
aptitude the right leaders would be evolved in a comparatively short time.
And indeed, '98 short as it was, already showed that evolution in process.
For the equipping of the insurgent levies there were in Ireland itself considerable quantities of arms-even cannon. These would in the main be
old Volunteer material; and though some would doubtless have been un·
serviceable all could have been used at a pinch. That the quantities were
really serious is sufficiently proved by the seizures and surrenders that took
place during the yea.r 1797 after Hoche's expedition had proved abortive.
Between March 10th and 25th 5,400 guns, 600 bayonets, 350 pistols, and
other material were seized; in the first three weeks of July 2,500 guns and
550 pikes were seized and a further 8,300 guns and 1,100 pikes were surren·
dered; in May 400 arms were surrendered in Newry town. These returns
were not exhaustive by any means; they represent only partial seizures and
surrenders-mostly in Ulster. The same thing was going on elsewhere at
the same time.
And it must be remembered that in spite of all this disarming there still
remained in the country sufficient weapons with which to carry out an In·
surrection in 1798. This was largely due to the fact that for purposes of
semi.regular, insurgent warfare, the ordinary fowling·piece and the pike
which any good blacksmith could make were very adequate weapons at a
time when the regular infantry soldier had only a smootli·bore musket.
Further there was to be expected a certain supply of arms and ammu·
nition from English sources, i.e., by the medium of desertion and capture.
Naturally, no plans could be based on such uncertain resources as these, but
the sequel proved conclusively tha.t they were not negligible. For example,
early in November 1796-six weeks before Hoche sailed-the powder Maga.
zine in Belfast wa~ raided and ten barrels of powder taken; and in the first
week of January, 1797, Colonel Durham reported to General Lake that large
quantities of powder were being smuggled in through Lame. There were
thus existing important resources of one kind or another to supplement the
material that arrived with Hoche. In short, there were ample resources for
initiating a campaign on an important scale.
A note in Tone's Diary of half.a.year later-June 4th, 1797-pro~es
clearly enough that the losses through disarming were by no means cn.p,
pIing: .. The most material fact is that above 100,000 United Irishmen eDst
in the North of Ireland and that they have a large quantity of arms, and
at least eight pieces of ~annon and one mortar concealed. "
PROBABLE MILITARY ACTION.

A more conservative view is that there could be counted 60,000 men and
15,000 firearms of all kinds in the Northern part of the country. These
were the" best men " who" were not to be risked "until the French landed.S
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Evidently such a force as this could take the field locally and ~ecure control
of extensive areas, if given a little time. They could not be wlped out sum.
marily, even if quite unaided.
This considerat.ion is in itself enough to negatIve the common and superficial criticism that finds fault with the chO'ice of Bantry Bay as the point of
landing-because the United Irishmen were not well organised in Co~nty
Cork. Now, the true estimate is the exact opposite: a poorly-orga.msed
area could only act when vitalised by a stiffening of French troops. And in
any event Hoche's force was an army and quite equal to acting without any
local aid at first. Initial successes would have brought in recruits in numbers sufficient to replace wastage at least. Such, for example, was the exBesides, even an ostenperience of Humbert in Mayo two years later.
sibly unorganised area. might easily become formidable-as was the case in
Wexford in 1798.
Actually a landing in the South placed the English between two firesHoche on the one hand with such auxiliaries as joined him, and on the
other hand the strongly-O'rganised United Irishmen.
The English would
have been unable to dispose of either concentration before the other made
its effect felt in a more or less decisive fashion.
If the English general, CarhamptO'n, turned against Hoche, inevitably
the United Irishmen would have time to get into some sort of shape as a
military force: if he decided to suppress the incipient moves of insurrection
in Ulster Hoche would secure the southern half of the country unopposed.
The most likely thing would be that Carhampton would do neither. .. The
English generals, said Humbert later, do not understand continental war,
and are as slow in £heir decisions as in their execution. ". In all probability
Carhampton would have been beaten in detail without much delay: local
assemblings and risings-out of the United Irishmen would have distracted
him and his subordinates and held them fixed at scattered points in weak
bodies. A few mobile French cO'lumns about 3,000 strong apiece would have
dealt with any concentration they could have effected.
Humbert, in this memorandum, describes the method of action clearly:
.. Small bodies acting independently will have as their main object the pre•
• ention of the enemy's concentration, of starting insurrectionary movements, .and of spreading the belief that the French are everywhere."
lS to be noted th.at the advantage of concentration as opposed to disperslO~ doe~ not. apply 10 the case of insurgent or irregular forces, when cooper~ting WIth a regular army. All the insurgents can d<r-until hardened
and lI~proved by mall encounters-is to worry and harass the adversaries,
d nng them more ea ily a prey to the regular ally. This much they can
~o ; and if uch action i well organised and sustained this much is a very
unportant ~dvance towards success. Evidently such action is easy enough
where the lDsurgent forces are intelligent and fairly well armed as would
hay been the case in Ireland.
'

:It.

, -Memorandum to the Directory forwarded early in 1799.
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Such insurgent forces speedily improve as troops if this matter of their
disciplining is clearly kept in view. For example, the troops of Washington
showed a steady progress as the American War of Independence progressed.
It is, then, only reasonable to postulate a steady improvement in the military
value of the United Irishmen; such was inevitable unless they were quickly
overcome. Even from the beginning, though, they would have proved such a
clog on Carhampton's operations as to ensure the speedy success of the
French over the southern half of the country.
THE ENGLISH FOROES AVAILABLE.

Under this head we have, naturally, very much more exhaustive and
reliable information than about the United Irishmen. As regards actual
numbers, the exact effective strength figures are given by Cradock, the
Quartermaster-General, on January 24th, 1797, when indenting for extra
blankets. Cradock's figures are:Cavalry
... 4,870
Infantry ... 32,455
More than half the Infantry were Irish Militia, who could not really be
depended on to fight against a French liberating army. The other units
were practically all " Fencibles," there being only three regular battalions or
regiments, as the English term was-the 30th, 41st and 89th foot. The 89th
was Irish. As regards the cavalry-eight regiments-two were "Fencibles,"
the rest regular. Two of the regular and one fencible regiment were Irish.
As an example of what this could mean, the Monaghan Militia may be cited
-in which 70 men were definitely convicted of being United Irishmen!
In addition there were the Yeomanry Cavalry-about 20,000 strong at
thc time of the expedition. These were mainly volunteers from among the
more bitter Protestants among the population. They were organised in small
" Corps" as they were called, a troop or, at the most, a squadron strong.
These Yeomanry were at best mediocre as combatants in force; but had a
certain value by reason of their local knowledge for patrolling, despatchcarrying, and the like. But as late as December 7th only 9,000 of them
had been armed.
.
Such was the English strength actually in Ireland. The available reo
inforcements were a negligible qU3ntity. Shortly after Hoche had re~~ed
to France, Portland, the Prime Minister, wrote bluntly to Camden:
You
know our nakedness in the matter of regular troops. We could not have
sp.ared you above 1,000 regular infantry unless we sent ~he Guards." Th:
reinforcements actually sent were two regiments of FenClble horse and fou
of Fencible infantry which arrived in May and June, i.e., almost half a year
later.
Not merely were the troops comparatively weak in nu~bers ~d poorly·
trained
.
• but they were dete'
norat'mg ..... . . . . the troops m the Island con·
ted
~ted chiefly of ca.valry, all of them in bad order, and a few recently orea
-Fortescue: .. History of the British Army," Vol. IV.
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Consequently one very important character of the reduced recruitment
of 1796:7 ~as the very high percentage of Irishmen joining up. Having no
economIO mducements to stay at home; and probably being anyhow more
partial to a military life, they continued to come in. The old Anglo-Irish
regiments were filled up, new ones were formed, and Irish recruits were also
posted to other units and corps. But for the purpose of fighting Hoche in
Ireland such troops were, of course, useless. They would in fact be a serious
danger unless the French were beaten at once, and decisively-a very remote contingency indeed_
As an example of the value to the English of such troops we may cite
the 5th Dragoons, which was disbanded for indiscipline and disaffection in
1799. The record of this regiment was hard to beat. At Blenheim they
had (in company with another regiment) cut down one battalion of the regiment of Picardy and captured two more, being presented with three kettledrums by Marlborough himself. When such a regiment could not be depended on, no other Irish regiment could have been.
In addition to the Regular army units there were also Fencibles and
Militia. The former were regular troops, but their enlistment was only for
home defence, i.e., to repel invasion. They were mainly Scottish, and composed in the main of excellent material; but naturally they were raw, and
their cadres would not have been of the most skilful. The Militia were less
trained and still leRs efficiently officered; the Irish militia, of course, were
even less to be depended on than the Irish Regular troops.
THE MORALE OF THE OFFICERS.

The officers appear to have been little better than the men. They
were, of course, more loyal, but their example was atrocious. It ~oes ~
seem to have occurred to them that it was desirable to be present wlth theIr
units. In apparently the most naive good faith they were guilty of an appa!ling slackness. This feature was so significanb that it is necessary to treat It
ill SOme fumess.
One glaring example-all the more glaring because the regiment was by
no means a bad one-was that of Colonell'raser, commanding the Rothasy
On Feb. 1st, 1797, Carham~ton
and Caithness Fencibles at Drogheda.
writes to him that: "Field Officers cannot be permitted to quit the Kingdom owing to the Public Notice in the Gazette. The actual situation of ~he
country renders it impossible to comply." The Public Notice in questIon
had been published by order of the Lord Li6utenant on September ~rd.
The notice does not seem to have been hken seriously; for about .. week
later Colonel Browne South Mayo Militia, Claremorris, and Lieut.-Colonel
Sparrow, Essex Fencibles-these last at Tandragee Castle, in a. thorou~~y
disaffected area-had to be reminded that: ,. All officers of the Lme: Mihti.. ,
and Fencibles are forthwith to join their respective regiment notWlths~d.
ing any former leave of absence . . . ' The C. in C. the~fore C~?t Wlth
proPriety place your memorial for leave before the Lord LieutenaD .
1
Some officers did not take the trouble to even a.le for leave. For examp e,
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AnLord
Ward,
Adjutant-General dated 21st December to the effect that
and be
nesley, Captain Savage, and Lieut.-Colonel Courtney were to join
under arrest.
The regular units were apparently no better. On Jan. 9th Carhampton
,
writes to Lord Blayne y, Lieut.-Colonel, 89th Regiment, Castle Blayney
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Some of the regular regiments had a hundred deserters. The
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serters from Ireland I
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had comfortably beaten quite respectable generals like York, Wurmser, and
Brunswick could have nothing to fear from them if he had an army at all at
bis disposal.
CARBAMPTON'S DISPOSITIONS.

During the year 1796 the English forces in Ireland were scattered in
small bodies all over the country-any local magnate with Government influence being able to secure a company or squadron for police duty in his
own neighbourhood. Carhampton was taking steps to put things into beUer
shape-but Carhampton had only taken over command of the Army in Ireland on Ocoober 17th.
His first measure was to divide the country into fiv~ districts, each under
a Lieutenant·General:Southern, Lt.-Gen. Dalrymple.
Western, Lt.-Gen. Smith.
Eastern, Lt. -Gen. Crosbie.
Northern, Lt. -Gen. Lake.
Central, Lt.-Gen. Dundas.
It will be noted that Carhampton's allocation of commands was purely

g~me~rical; there does not seem to be any idea underlying it except admi-

Dlstra.tlve convenience. In order to hous!:) the troops during the winter
Carhampton, on November 23rd, applied for an advance of £30,000 to provide
hutments and bedding in four of the districts:Eastern for 5,100 men.
Western for 2,000 men.
Northern for 2,500 men.
Southern for 2,200 men.
Total, 11,.800 men.
from which it. would seem that. most of the forces were stationed where they
could bes.t. protect the Government against the United Irishmen, leaving
comparatIvely open the areas nearest to any French point of landing.
' bare of the South seems very reprehensible.
B t At.
. first. sight thi s layrng
u It : s t be remembered that until a French force landed the western
d
:n.~u
sk e;n areas were not to be expected to give much trouble whereas a
I ar
e eoon occupation of the Dublin region would have me~nt handing
o:~_controtll of that area to the United Irishmen Of course if troops were
L"1M:Iquen
ably
Cvh y to be drawn s~uth the result would. be the same, but presUIXlampton had no deSIre to have it happen as long as he could avoid it.

..
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At the end of January, 1797, however, the Lord Lieutenant directed a
The points then given for
larger concentration in the South and West.
quartering troops were:Galway,
Limerick,
Cork,
Oranmore,
Rathkeale,
Bandon,
Golt,
Askeaton,
Macroom.
Loughrea,
Shanagolden,
Millstreet.
Athenry,
Newcastle,
Inchigeela,
Tuam,
Tarbert,
Nadeen.
Ballinasloe.
Listowel,
Bantry,
Ballylongford,
Skibbereen,
Dunmanway.
Carhampton was also preparing for the defence of bays and estuaries by
flotillas of gunboats. This scheme originated in November, and on December 9th, 5 such boats were nearly ready at Limerick and 2 at Galway-out of
a total of 12 proposed for the two places. The co-operation of the Naval
Authorities was urged. One Mr. D'Esterre, a Clare landlord, killed years
afterwards in a duel by Daniel O'Connell, was largely instrumental in getting
this flotilla manned. "Mr. D'Esterre has induced 110 boatmen to offer
their services on the terms of giving them a jacket, etc., and one guinea on
their undertaking the Oath of Allegiance and registering their names, and
to be paid wages when employed." The gunboats were considered satisfactory, and in April, 1797, we find Carhampton arranging for the establishment of similar flotillas at Cork and Waterford.
Even before Carhampton's arrival-i.e., in August and September-proposals were made for the improvement of the batteries at the entrance to
Cork Harbour and for the establishment of extra batteries. It was only
after the arrival of the French, however, that any move was made towards
fortifying Bantry in any way.
COMPARATIVE VALUE OF OPPOSING FORCES.

If a comparison is instituted between the two opposing groups in Ireland it must be conceded that they were not as unequally matched 88 is
generally believed-i.e., quite apart from the question of French assistance
for the United Irishmen. It was not a case of an uprising against a thoroughly
~qu~pp~d and prepared occupying army. Instead, the OCCUP!ing ~y was
Intrmslcally defective in certain important respects, and espeClally Its morale
was definitely below that which commonly animates an insurgent force. The
civilian historians of this period as a rule leave morale entirely out of their cal·
culations, and consequently draw conclusions that are not always warra?tableBut of course the whole situation is altered when we add to one Side the
excellent veteran army of Hoche-a real sword of Brennus thrown into the
scales. As to the result in Ireland Hoche himself does no
em to have
entertained any serious doubt. As early as July 23rd his actual ~-ord to
Tone were: "Pour l'opposition je m'en fiche." And, as far 8 we can ever
know now, this terse summing-up would seem to have been fully justifiable.
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INTERNATIONAL MILITARY
SHOW JUMPING.
COLONEL M. HOGAN, D.Q.M.G.
HERE is not a country in Europe to-day that has not a team of horses
for International Competitions. Some countries such as Italy and
France have been engaged in this branch of sport for the past 30 years ;
Last of all are ourothers are comparatively new at the game.
selves, as it was only three years ago that an Irish Army team competed at
the first International Military. Jumping Competition ever held in this
country.
Before the year 1926 Show-jumping at Ballsbridge was purely civilian,
and on the introduction of military events an enormous number of people,
who had up to then only a passing interest, became keenly interested. In
1925 about 50,000 people attended the Show at BaUsbridge, and three years
later nearly 100,000 people saw what is beyond question the finest Show in
Three years of International Jumping helped to make this
the world.
difference. Looking back on the years 1923·25 everyone knows the small
number of people that attended (the jumping) in the last day of the Showthe average for these years not reaching 12,000; yet in 1928 over 32,000
people saw Ireland, represented by Capts. Corry, Harty and O'Dwyer, win
the Nation's Cup.
When the question of the introduction of International Jumping was
being discussed in 1926, the Government at the time decided that Ireland
should be represented, and six horses were purchased for this purpose. It
was felt that success on the part of an Irish team would give an impetus
to the horse· breeding industry of the country in view of the fact that the
spectntors would include many foreign buyers and visitors interested in
hunters and in snddle horses.
.
Before the Great War foreign armies and civilian buyers purchased
very many horses of the hunter and charger type in this country, but before
t~e end of the war it was nearly impossible to find any such horses for the
Simple reason that they were not bred. The stock from which they could
be got had been sold during the war at war prices. When the war ended,
and ~or 8 years afterwards, it was not possible to buy anything like the same
qu.ahty of hunter. There were a few left but they were beyond an economic
pnc for foreign buyers. Consequently horses had to be got elsewh ere.
F
rant ca and Italy took to breeding this type of horse on an extensive scale
fcor te
·
bemselves . When th ey b ad
suffiCient
for ·
thell own uses they tri.ad to
rea a market by selling to other armies.
. D ecember, 1928, dealing with
.
. Colonel
. Pondret ,m
the Lucerne ShOVl,
~~hartiole publisbed in tbe .. Revue Militarie Suisse" says: .. Tbe
.o:nmc
. t e.d of h?rses from a great number of 'breeding centres
and thusteam
off conSIS
ered a WIde vanety of build, size, and aptitude, but all these

T
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Lieut. F. A. Ahern on " Mllc lin Io\nir," lit Nice, France, April, 1929.
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teams of about 16 horses all of their own breeding, while
pain
nting
the hones of other team~ were Irish. The four horses represe
B 19ium
and Poland in the Nation 's Cup were Irish, while all honet! UIed by
were Irish.
It is generally admitte d that neither France nor Italy i abl b? b
'1
eNapols on'. charger Marengo which carried him for oyer 15from
battles -from the battle 'of Mare . right up to W.terJoo.-...came
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horse of the same quality, size, or bone, as the good-class Irish hunter, many
of which are famous. - To compensate for bone and size they resort to having
more blood-horses, so that the speed competitions, such as Rome and Nice,
are far more suitable for their particular type than for the heavyweight Irish
hunter which is the type mostly used for Show-jumping.
If the original intention of the Government is to be carried out, then
it is necessary that the problem be considered seriously. With the enor·
mous advantage of having the best natural horse in the world, certain other
important considerations are necessary to ensure that an Irish team would
be representative of the superiority of the Irish horse over all others.
First of all two distinctive types are necessary: . First type, horses suitable for indoor jumping; second type, horses for outdoor jumping. The
latter type can again be sub-divided into two classes-speed and non-speed.
In my opinion, if any permanent success is to be attained, horses suitable
for these three classes must be at the disposal of the Army. There is no
use in half measures where this matter is concerned, and if the team is to
achieve any success these horses must be purchased and trained for this purpose only. Five or six of each type is not sufficient, it would be better not
to have a team at all than a team inadequately equipped in this respect.
The purchase of horses representative of these types cannot be done in
a moment, and it will take a considerable time to train both horses and
riders to meet requirements. While this is being done it is necessary with
the material in the Equitation School to keep our heads above water, to do
the be!lt possible with the very limited number of suitable horses available,
and if the next two years can be got over the future teams can be sent anywhere and will demonstrate tha.t the best horse in every respect-hunter or
charger-comes from Ireland.
To the credit of the Irish Army for the year 1928 stands the Nation's
Cup .at ~allsbridge, and the Championship of France, military and civ~an,
at Blamtz. In two years Ireland has been represented at four IDternatlOnal
Shows, and the Irish flag has been raised six times for first prize, and twentyfour other prizes have been secured. This has been done in all cases with the
six original horses purchased in 1926.
It is a v~ry difficult task to win any ·i nternational event, and I feel that
~ost people m this country do not recognize this fact . But when one conSIders that at the last Olympic Games Ireland won only one international
event though represented by over 40 athletes the difficulty will be more
~eadiIy appreciated. Up to tlie present, considering the difficulties of kainmg ~d organisation, the results have been remarkable, and now that the
~rvleei of probably the most famous Equitation Instructor in the world
IVe been availed of, it should be only a matter of time until the team excels
any other in Europe.
8

After a few years, when Ireland will be represented by a strong tealll
Intemational cont ts th
aturch
. ensure that foreIgn
.
'illt ending .to
. ;:es, ey wIll
buyers
P
aae horses willlll1mediately look in the direction of .this country. While

A magnificent jump.

Capt. D. Corry on "Finghin."
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Lieut. F. A. Ahern on " Mac an Iolair," at Nice, France, April, 1929.

Captain T. P. Finlay on "Napoleon," at Nice, France, April, 1929. Tied for first
place III " Puissance" Competition.
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Capt. Harty on " An Crnobh llundb," winning high jump at Dublin, 1928.
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this, in itself, is something, it is up to the people themselves to do the remainder. I refer to Provincial Shows. The present conditions are not sufficient to demonstrate the value of our horses, and although the jumping of
banks in a particular style may be in itself very spectacular, it is no. test
of the suitability of our horses for Continental Show jumping.
By the introduction of more timber fences at our Horse Shows, and by
more elaborate machinery to put the foreign buyer directly in touch with
the breeder, it would then be possible for him to see exactly what he required.
"In 1926-the first year of International Jumping at Dublin-the fences
on the course were not changed. The old six fences were the same for both
mili"tllry and civilian jumping. The following year on the suggestion of
some of the officers four timber fences were added to the original course for
the Nation's Cup. This year they have introduced timber fences not only
for the Nation's Cup Competition, but for the other military competitions.
The introduction of these fences makes the Ballsbridge course an International one, and it only remains to introduce a new competition open to
military and civilians. I discussed this matter some time ago with the
Director of the Royal Dublin Society, and proposed to him that he should
have such a competition, a world's championship, to be competed for by
three individual horses representing each country, and any civilian prizewinner of that year or the year previous at any Show in the world. I think
that in the near future it is probable that people in this country will have
the pleasure of seeing the best Show jumping contest in the world .

..•.,
Department of Defence,
Parkgate,
Dublin,
4th June, '29.
To the Editor, AN T-OGLACH.
Sir,-It occurred to me that a few remarks with reference to Major
Dunne's very interesting article on .. Infantry Organisatio~ " in yo~r la~t
issue might be of use to officers in connection with the partlcular subject m
question.
Regarding the French Organisation, Major Dunne has based ~8 summary on the 1920 .. Provisoire " Regulation, which is no longer ~n fo~e.
U:s remarks under this heading are therefore misleading, and certam ob]ecti·)na made by him have no longer any foundation in fact.
The new French Organisation is indeed extraordinarily like. our OWDwhich antle-dates it by several years. It is to be hoped. that m a future
article Major Dunne will complete his study by a companson between ~r
own Organisation-underlying ., Tactical Drill "-and those of other emu
I am, sir,
Yours very fai~hfuUy,
J. J. O'CoNN&LL, Oolonel.
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MILITARY POLICY ON MAPS
AND TOPOGRAPHY.
MAJOR NIALL MACNEILL, General Staff.
T has been customary in recent times to dispose of the question of maps
in relation to military organisations and establishments by making them
a responsibility of the Intelligence Branch of the Staff, i.e., including in
that Branch a small Maps Section, and leaving it at that. In addition
we may find a Survey Formation of the Engineer Corps provided for map
compilation work and the like. °The problem of Map Supply and Distribution is habitually overlooked as are also many other subsidiary aspects of
this vitally important service.
Readers of Schemes of Organisation and
'fables of Establishment will find, apart from what; has already been mentioned-no reference whatever to maps. 'fhe significance of this may not
strike one reader in a hundred. Should that one pause to investigate the
matter, he will search in vain for any reference to or provision for supply
and distribution. The only assumptions open to him are: (1) That the main
supply of maps comes from some civilian source to the Intelligence, as a
matter of course; (2) that some one or other will make it his business to
look after the distribution of maps, also as a matter of course; (3) that maps
~r~ .such a small and unimportant item of supply that adequate issues, made
lll1tially, may be accommodated in the pockets of the troops, or at most,
under the drivers' seats of vehicles intended for other purposes; (4) that all
the technical topography required in war can be performed by a small unit
whose precise nature, place in the general scheme, and liaison with other
elements does not require clear definition or understanding; and (5) that the
need of maps involves no other concerns.
Not o~e of these assumptions is justified; yet there is no error more
p.revalent III military minds, and possibly none which constitutes, potenhally, a greater danger. Can the lesser lights in the military firmament
be blamed whe~ this error IS
. common amongst professlOnal
. lumma~es.
' . of
the first ~agmtude? Specialists in the study of military organISatIOn
8che~~ , hl.gher officers who have exerted a cruiding influence on policy and
admmlstratlOn, people who pride themselve: on giving e';°ery factor down
to. the merest detail its due consideration, have for some reason overlooked
.
. . have been given,
.
thl
b _ one. Instructions by recognIsed
authorIties
and plans
} the arne authorities made, in which maps are treated as if they were
· Iy forthcoming whenever required, The aut hors of
th'mRDD(l " i l lystenous
l
rror ;,~ul~ hold themselves grossly at fault if they treated the supply
of IIlllmunltion III th e same way; yet it is no exaggeration to say t h all.. III
' war
now
understood
I
of mm "
a proper supply of maps may be almost as VIta as that
are
unt~bon: The only exceptions to the truth of this that occur to. ~e
opera Ions ill which th . 't' .
d and It IS
Dot fo
h
e llll latIve has been wholly abandone ,
r tiC that plans are primarily made .. Division and higher ColDmand ers art tirel
.
"
en
y dependent upon maps .in issuing their instructions,
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says a recenb writer of authority and experience. * He might have added
that subordinate commanders down to the smallest command of an officer,
are almost equally dependent upon maps for interpreting and complying with
these instructions. .. No matter how excellent an attack order may be, or
how well planned the distribution of troops for action, the operation will be
successful, other things being equal, only in proportion to the accuracy and
reliability of the maps upon which the orders are based, " says the same
writer, demonstrating the need not merely of maps, but of accurate and
otherwise suitable maps.
Maps do not reach Intelligence, or any other source of supply, as a
matter of course.
Maps in the quantities and of the kinds required, are
highly unlikely to come from any source-civilian or otherwise-which is
not properly organised, manned and equipped to meet the topographical needs
of warfare. These needs far exceed in quantity and variety the map require.
ments in time of peace. Wars evoke during their progress new topographical
needs. Indeed a very large share of the world's maps have originated in this
way. The quantities of maps in proportion to the magnitude of other reo
quirements have increased with every important war fought in the pa t hun·
dred years, until we 'find that in the last European war the consumption of
map sheets on one side alone approached-if it did not exceed-one hundred
million in number.
This is equivalent to several map sheets per soldier
engaged, a number by no means dwarfed into insignificance by the number
of rounds of ammunition fired.
Obviously then the organisations for map compilation, reproduction,
supply and distribution must be somewhat extensive and elaborate. No·
thing could be more fatuous than the assumption that an initial issue to
officers at the opening of a campaign would meet the case. Let it not be
forgotten that the enormous issues of maps made during the la t European
War were necessary under conditions of comparative stability. Had opera·
tions assumed a more mobile character there is no knowing how many mul·
tiples of the number actually issued would have been required. It ire·
corded that for a single operation one British Army required and obtained
20,000 map sheets. This will provide a cille to the probable needs even in
an organisation whose greatest expansion may not exceed that of an Army
Corps or two.
I have made a comparison between ammunition and maps. Developing
that, it will be seen than whereas the same types of ammunition exactly may
serve wherever the army may be, the proper supply of map hee~ will vary
from place to place. A Co. Dublin map is waste paper to an Arttll ry Com·
mander in Co. Kerry.
He may require five kind of hell, but g nerally
speaking the same five kinds will serve his purpose wherever he goo. Su~.
stantial unanimity prevails as to the type of map generally needed for anti·
lery and tactical purposes, namely that it hould be a 1 /20.~ scale map
(or one of approximately that scale). Employin~ the large t su:c.h t that
·Col. W.lttr C. Sweeney, U.S.A., " MilllAflI

laltll~A

Ne .. Weapoo III War," 11Z4.
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can conveniently be made and used on this scale, no less than 500 distinct
sheets would be required to cover the whole of Ireland.
Potentially then
the number of kinds of maps a commander may require in operations in this
country is at least 100 times greater than thc number of kinds of ammunition he may need. As we go higher up the chain of command'the quantities
no doubt decrease, but this is counterbalanced by the increasing variety of
types (scales) required.
Carrying the comparison between maps and ammunition a stage further, it will be seen that while the ammunition in numbers of rounds will
vastly exceed the maps in numbers of sheets, the bulk size of a small issue
of maps will equal that of a very large issue of ammunition in dimensions.
Modem tendency in improvement of vehicles has been rather to in~rease
their weight-carryingt capacity than their ability to carry bulky loads.
Though maps, due to their rectangular shape and compressability, can be
packed without waste of space, the limit in number which a given vehicle
can carry is comparatively low, especially if linen-backed maps are used,
and more especially if they are folded before issue. The latter is a point
worthy of special consideration-whether the decrease in bulk for transportation purpotles gained by issuing maps flat (unfolded) would justify that
procedure. It would entail leaving the folding to the lower formations or
individual recipients, perhaps slightly increase the risk of damage, and necessitate resort to parcels whose overall dimensions would be large and
unadaptable. It will be seen then that even such questions as the interior
dimensions of vehicles are of importance in reaching decisions relating to
map supply. The policy with regard to whether maps for field service use
~ to be ~ack.ed with fabric or not also requires careful consideratio~.
Linen.backing mcreases the expense and time in proportion to number m
the P~uction stage, but as against this the durability of the maps so pre?ared 18 greatly increased, and the numbers ultimately required correspondmgly less. Any chance of experimenting with both backed and unbacked
maps under service conditions over considerable periods of time should be
eagerly availed of, and a vigilant watch maintained for anything in the report of t~e experiences of other armies which might throw more light on
the relatIve merits of the two types.
A method adopted during
the European War was to issue folded linen-backed maps packed in
wooden box
. il
. ts
.
es sun ar to ammunition boxes.
Presumably the pam
~~sed here were given consideration in deciding on this course, though
Ith m~ _not be forgotten that stabilised conditions probably affected
e decldon.
. .
. . Whatever th e result of such mvestlgatlOns
may be, maps will
mam an Item for which distinct transport provision will have to be made.

be~ond the scope of this article to investigate the precise extent
and e eatab~ents required, but it is not out of place to give some figures
tb aurstlons calculated to show in a rough way the true magnitude of
e
t.._ ~_~em.
The maps required by a Division on moving into a new area
....e ""al reckoned to . h
art
Welg somewhat more than one ton. The transp

of thlL ia
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req.uireme~t!!

of an Army Corps having at its headquarters a suitable organisatlon anc;l personnel for dealing with maps have been estimated at a minimum of two 15 cwt. motor vans and one 30 cwt. motor lorry. For higher
formations the estimate is of course larger. It is evident, then, that we
have to deal with a material whose weight must be reckoned in cwts. if not
tons, and for which a definite transportation organisation is required. Thus
though only one vehicle amongst several hundred should be required .for
maps (speaking in rough and general t erms) that vehicle (with its supply of
fuel, driver, place in the scheme of supply, etc., etc.) must be provided.
This fact has been consistently overlooked by designers of schemes of organisation and supply, and not without grave consequences. The oversight led,
during the European, War, to serious loss in efficiency, waste both in mate,rial and efiOl;t, and to the need of improvisation where none should have
been required. The difficulty was overcome only by well-nigh superhuman
effort on the part of the small band of technical troops upon whose shoulders
Had they been relieved of thi
fell the whole weight of the omission.
burden there can be no doubt that their usefulness in other directions would
have been reflected in gained efficiency in their proper sphere. Due, in part
no doubt, to the same lack of understanding which necessitated these wasteful exertions, the very fact that they did become necessary, the lOBS in other
directions which they induced, and the nature and merit of the service
which bridged the gap, seem also to have escaped notice. We have had
every other aspect of military activity sifted and dissected with the utmost
care, but to this day the pernicious habit of taking maps entirely for granted
has persisted unchecked except amongst the specialists directly concemed.
What if map needs should further increase? The only conceivable answer
is that operations will have to be conducted on a blind-man's-buff .. ba is
unless adequate supply is arranged in advance.
It

Are maps in all respects save compilation the concern only of the Intelligence Branch of the Staff? It hardly needs reflection to see that they are
not, nay even to suspect that the Intelligence has by no mean a preponderating interest in them. Intelligence is not a supply service. It doe not
deal directlv with concrete materials. Maps have been shown to be a supply
item of not inconsiderable importance. Though not required in the same
bulk as food, clothing and ammunition, their distribution must be ~mOflt
as extensive as the two former, and more extensive than the latter ; It may
in one sense be regarded as co-extensive with the sum of military activiti ,.
The duties of the Intelligence Branch from the highest down to the low. t
formation, have been authoritatively defined as comprising B St8ft. funct~
all distinct from either a Command or Supply function.
Intelligenc 1
restricted in the scope of its usefulness to enabling the co~~ander to formulate his plan of action. Maps are subject to no such restncbOll. Tru , til y
may playa very large part in assisting the Intelligence ~raDch to perf~
that duty, in making its decisions, in illu trating i BdYle. But In IIi·
gence is nob the only Branch which 80 uses them. In one re pect. bey haVe;
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a use in coonection with the Staff functions of •• Operations . , and Command
which has Jl() counterpart in their use by Intelligence. This is a very important, if indeed not the principal use of maps--their use as a. mean. of
doing certain things, and not merely as something from which deductions
are made or by which advice is illustrated. The distinction is clearer when
the use of maps by artillery is considered. When" firing by the map " the
map may truthfully be regarded as one of the physical m eans of obtaining
the desired result just 8S much as the gunner's lanyard. Hence it would
appear that" Operations " have just as much claim to control of this service
as .. Intelligence." Actually when the true nature of either of these Branches
of Staff, as Branches of Sta.ft, is considered, it will be evident that neither
of them has a very strong claim to handle a. business which involves manufacture, supply, and general use by aU arms and services, to any greater
.
extent than in directing general policy in relation to it.
Maps are required by agencies only remotely connected with tactical or
strategical pl8DB. They .are required by both combatant and non-combatant
formations in periods of quiescence when no plan positive or negative may
exist outside the minds of the commander and his staff.
Definitely then, it is inadequate merely to provide a Maps Section of
For the same reasons it is
the General HeaClquarters Staff Intelligence.
insufficient to make provision for similar Sections in Subordinate Staffs.
To indicate maps as the responsibility of a particular kind of Staff Officer
d~s n~t .meet requirements. In order properly to understand what is reqwred It IS necessary to consider all the functions in relation to maps which
military operations involve. These include :-

1. Determination of.what types and classes of existing maps are likely
'
2. Reproduction of the supplies so decided on.
S. Deli.v~ry in bulk to the central distributing agency.
4. DeCISIon of the types and quantities required at each lower Headquarters and Unit of the Forces.
5. Making up parcels accordingly.
6. Delivery.
7. !nit'lation
. of demands for additional information or changes in maps
or new types of maps.
8. Consideration of such demands.
9. Com~ilation of such new or changed maps.
10. TheIl reproduction.

to be required, and in what quantities.

11 R "

. . eVISIon of arrangements Nos. 1
reqwrements.

to 6 (above) to cover these neW

12. Collection of data for Situation Maps
18. Overprinting same.
,.
14. Supply and Distribution of Bame
'
15. Use of maps f th f U '
.
(a) G
. or e 0 OWIng purposes:6
eneral Intelligence PUlpoBe8.
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(b) Framing Plans and Orders.
(c) Interpretation of and compliance with Orders.
(d) Way-finding and general purposes otherwise than under (a), (b) and (e).
(e) Artillery Firing purposes.
(f) Sound Ranging and Flash Spotting.
(g) Field Fortification and Works, and Engineer duties generally.
(h) Administration of Medical, Supply and other services.
(i) Lines of Communication Duties.
(k) Other miscellaneous uses.
16. Salvage of unused supplies of maps.
There is scarcely a military activity of any kind that is not hampered
by the absence of suitable maps. Maps, therefore, in a great variety of kinds
and huge quantity, are continually in use under circumstances where loss,
wear-and-tear and defacement are heavy factors. The supply cannot be
properly maintained without the requisite organisation and mechanical
means.
Supply and distribution must be as 'economical as possible and
systematic. The first of these aims cannot be secured without educating
officers generally, for the tendency to use maps wastefully is noticeable
amongst practically all officers.
Of the functions mentioned in the list already given only Nos. 1, 4,
possibly 7, 8, 11 to some extent, possibly 12, and (a) and (b) of 15, are Staft
and Command functions. Complete responsibility for the proper performance of the others cannot be assumed by anyone under existing arrangements. Nos. 2, 9" 10, possibly 12 to some extent, and 13, are Compilation
Functions, and capably only of performance by a suitable formation of technically qualified personneL Moreover, Staft Officers and Commanders cannot hope to perform properly any of the functions which are theirs in relation to maps except 15 (a) and (b), without the assistance and advice of the
Compilation Personnel. Nos. 3, 5, 6, 14 and 16 are obviously Supply Functions. No. 15 is distinct from all the others, and I may be permitted to
style it the Use Function. It is necessary for technical reasons to consider
the Field Compilation Work and the Reproduction Work as distinct. This
then gives us a five-fold sub-division which must be clearly kept in mind in
any attempt to make suitable provision for military map needs, namely :I. Determination of requirements.
II. Compilation.
III. Reproduction.
IV. Supply and Distribution.
V. Use.
All arms and branches of the service are to some eden' concern d with
I . Their needs must be considered and their suggestions listened to. If
the Intelligence Branch of the Staff is to a£tend to this it activiti mu t
become wider than at present. It must form a closer liaison with s.e~ce8
and parts of the forces with which hitherto it had little commUlllC tlOn.
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The task can only be properly attended to by Staff Officer with general and
technical experience endowed with a considerably greater freedom of action
than normally pertains to a member of a particular staff.
The second sub-division, Compilation, can only he dealt with , under
war conditions bv a technical formation or formations, specially provided
nnd equipped f~r the purpose. It may be p'art of the Engineer Corps, just
as the Staff Officer may be part of the Intelligence Branch, for administrative
purposes, but here too a latitude and independence of action, not usually required in a subordinate part of a Corps, is necessary in pra~tice. It has
been a common mistake to assume that the general qualmcations of an
Engineer include those necessary for Survey. For Mapping work considerable training is necessary even in the case oI one who is .already a qualified
.. civil" engineer. In the non-commissioned ranks a higher degree of
specialization is required than is usually needed in the specialist. corps. .Men
of mental ability as well as mechanical skill are necessary.
The third sub-division, Reproduction, should constitute the least difficult problem amongst the first four. Personnel and plant are required, but
to a large extent this will merely involve adaptation of operatives and machinery already available in peaceful capacities. Nevertheless it is necessary
to bear in mind that there are three classes of work involved, viz.: (i) bulk
reproduction of material already compiled; (ii) reproduction of newly compiled material; and (iii) over-printing of situation-maps and the like. The
first can proceed without intervention and 8S a matter of routine in the
prmting-shop, but the second must be carried out in close co-operation with
the compiling personnel. The question .of whether the plant for these purposes will be stationary or mobile is important. Both kinds might be used,
and if so the mobile machinery would probably move about with the General
Headquarters and be under its direct control. The third job, over-printing,
would almost certainly be done on mobile plant and certainly by soldier personnel.
Though distinct then, compilation and reproduction cannot be
~mpletely divorced, and in practice the technical military formation will
In a Survey Unit the
mclude men capable of doing both classes of work.
possession of several qualifications by individual men is an advantage, nay
almost a necessity. The need of switching men from one kind of work to
another. as demands on the unit v~ry, will frequently arise. This serves to
e~phaslse the need of abHity amongst the rank-and-file not normally reqUtred elsewhere. In other services it would be considered quite heterodox
to attempt to develop in one man the equivalent of ability to use a planetable, do map-drawing, take precise observations with a theodolite, and if
ne~ be take his turn at a printing machine' yet such a combination of
tralnin .. · 1m
. .
'
·t
• - - 18 a ost mdispensable in a militA'MT topographical service unless 1
IS abnormall b' ' .
- J
Y Ig m proportlon to the rest of the force it serves.
~UPp.ly
and distribution is probably the most difficult problem of .the
Iot II1nce lts needs h
'
.
ave been I
east appreClated
An unusually effi'
Clent serVlce, kept well informed of requirements, is ·necessary.
The amount of
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sorting and parcelling in small lots required exceeds, in proportion to the
whole: that nec~s!!ary for any other form of warlike stores. The agency responsible for this should be part of the Supply Service. For transportation
a small number of comparatively light and speedy vehicles should be at
their disposal. The exact size of this provision both as to personnel and
vehicles can be determined only after careful consideration. It will be
comparatively small. Even after consideration the decisions should not be
of a cast-iron variety, for, as has already been explained, no need presents
~uch varying demands. This service must be capable of operating at great
speed. Urgent and unforeseen demands are rather the rule than the exception in relation to maps. Like its counterpart in the other sub-divisions it
must be given rather freer scope than other subordinate agencies. It may
not be necessary, as was the case in the European War, to disregard frequently the usual chain of command and organisation for distribution purposes, but if maps are wanted forward and in unexpected places, they must
get there and rapidly irrespective of the channels through which they pass.
If a large formation is suddenly moved from one part of the theatre of operations to another-quite a feature of modem operations-it may be necessary
to supply it quickly with maps from a source of supply originally intended
for another unit.
The assumption that the use of maps in war involves no function in
others than the users is quite likely to be made. The lesson of experience is
quite to the contrary. It is essential that maps should be used intelligently
and economically.
Unless present standards are improved upon we may
expect to find even Regulars requiring to have their knowledge of map-reading improved during war. If the" nation in arms stage is reached, it is
more than likely that many of the officers will be people to whom a map haa
little more significance than it has for touring purposes. Ability to read a
plain contoured map properly is an indispensable part of an officer's training.
It may be possible to provide some .. layered .. maps, but they must not be
counter! upon. The extra expense and time involved in their preparation
would preclude their issue. .. Hill-shading" and .. Sections" will aim t
certainly not be available, and of little use even if they were. Use of the
map which never arise in the life of the ordinary civilian will become necea·
i'ary. In addition to being able to visualise the hape of the ground from
the contours alone, officers must be able to describe points by their c0ordinates, to orient their maps properly, to determine bearings and al.8 off
distances with accuracy, etc. The prevalence of inability to do the t~ ,
or at least lack of confidence in doing them, among t upposedly tralDed
officers, shows the magnitude of the ta k involved in bri~ing untrain~
partially trained personnel up to a suitable degree of profiCiency.. ~t will be
seen then that the function of training in map·use will be no neg.li~lble m ..
ter in time of war. This involves the danger of absorbing on tr lWD dutl
personnel whose services are needed elsewhere.
In framing acheme of
organisation and training, then, a definite attempt hould be made to proII
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vide for instruction in map-reading and elementary ~raphy without
making it a drain on the personnel qualified to carry out the more complicated
wcrk of compilation. .An officer or N.C.O. may be quite a competent instructor in this subject without being a surveyor, and instructors of this type
should definitely be provided.
Finrilly there are the questions of wastage a~d salvage. Staff and other
senior officers are not above setting bad example in their treatment of maps.
Maps, and especially linen-backed and other expensive varieties, should be
handled carefully and folded properly. If tasks require that maps should
be marked, the cheaper unmounted kinds should be used when available.
This map-marking business is heavily overdone. It is only up to a pointand that limit is very soon reached-that marking can be practised without
obscuring the very things that one pretends-to oneself or others-to clarify.
The most important thing about a map is the information it of itself contains.
Every time a blue pencil touches it some of this is obscured.
If a map
must be marked let the markings be confined to what is strictly necessary,
and if practicable made in an erasable medium such as charcoal pencil.
The" Here, hand me another tendency, during training activities, should
be discountenanced. In the actualities which training is supposed to anticipate there will be, perhaps, none other .
. It is inevitable that as anticipatory measures many maps will be issued
which will not be required. If the possibility 01 their use at a particular
place and time passes they should be sent back in empty map cars to the
distribution-point unless likely to be again required at the same place in the
near future. The hoarding instinct manifests itself strongly in respect of
maps, particularly when supplies are meagre and uncertain. Hoarding of
ammunition by individuals under similar circumstances would not be
tolerated for a moment. This tendency to store up maps for problematical
later use by themselves was particularly remarked in the case of staff officers
and at such places as Division Headquarters during the last European War.
It is evident from these observations that in addition to considering this
problem in its component parts there is need of considering the co-ordination
o~ ~e who~e: . Reproduction must correspond with Requirements. Co~
pUs.tlon actlVltles must be directed into the most useful channels. DistnbUtlOQ ~UBt not be haphazard or left to chance. Use must be economical
'd d h
and
'bl SUitable trA.ln;n<Y
~ ProVl e were necessary. As much salvage as pos1'1 should be made. There must then be a central guiding authority who
WI ) control general pol'
. these respects. In whatever mche
.
. 'IS pace
1 d
tb'
.
ICY lQ
It
autbonty must stand clear of the traditional limitations in outlook, and
f the lack of a
oh&
. t'Ion of the relative importance of this service, which
pprecla
va ned 80 much in the past to minimise its usefulness.
Wherever
~ODgat ~ft on
t"
.
~
d
and
":"
ac lve semce there is a commissioned officer to be J.oun ,
( pe~haps m many places where there is not a map and a suitable one,
J
required Th .
"
d
•
e aIm should be to supply that need and to forget the 01
idea u..
Mlat maps con
on)
cem
y Sbff Officers and Commanders.
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DISCUSSION ON CAVALRY.
CAPT.

D. J.

L AWLOR.

HE Saorstat cannot afford to maintain a large Def~nce Force. The
very fact that our numbers are consequently few makes it more essential that they should contain as many specialists as possible. It entails
. that specialisation should be carried almost to extremes. It is by this
means that we can supply our Reserve and by this means only. Every N.C.O.
and man of the Army should be a potential leader and instructor. In this way
we can visualize the Army's expansion into an adequate fighting force supplied
with its complement of technical and specialist troops. The infantry arm
must, of course, form the backbone of our forces, but if it is not supplied
with auxiliary formations, with its eyes and ears, it can do little more than
grope blindly in the dark or' wait to see what the other side will do. Our
cavalry at present is non· existent. If I repeat in this article any of the
arguments advanced in the last issue by another I make no apology. Facts
are constant factors; it is our way of looking at them that alters.
At the outset we must ask ourselves what conditions are likely to obtain
during future campaigns in this country. Position warfare must be admitted
to be only just possible. The resources of the nation and our own numbers
(including Reserve) and equipment remove it from practical consideration;
it follows from .t his that open warfare in some of its forms must be expected
and prepared for. The experiences gained by the various combatants in
Western Europe during the Great War will apply only in part to us, but
there were numerous other theatres from which we can learn. Invasion
can only come · from the sea or across our frontier, and it may be
safely assumed. that it will not ,be attempted unless the aggressor considers he has sufficient and ample force.
Any campaign in this country
would prob.ably develop in two phases :-One or a series of battles would be
fought resulting in the repulse of the invader or in his establishing a foothold in the country. If he were able to achieve the latter, it would be a the
result of our forces being too weak to engage in a ' decisive struggle. Opportunity and time would be required for the organisation of our man-power,
and a period of c;>pen warfare would result in which it would be essential to
limit the enemy's powers and sphere of activity. To this end the employment of strong mobile columns would probably be resorted to-Dot column
as used in the Anglo-Irish War, but columns capable of independent action
and sustained effort.
Under such conditions mobility would be the great
essential of our troops, and we must ask ourselves do we ~ ~b~ Supposition of necessity enters into all military plans, and lD outbnlD th
features of future war conditions in Ireland, I have endeavoured to sketch
the most probable. These of course are always a matter of opinion.
So much for general conaitions from which I draw the conc)ua~ that
mobility-second to none and better than any-should be IOUCht for Ul 11
arms of the service. Training caD do much to give this qualit.l to the ~
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that we possess, b':lt not to one we do not ma.intain.
It may be .safe~y
assumed that no experienced commander would commence a campaIgn m
which mobile warfare was exPected witliout cavalry; consequently any
force we may expect to meet will possess this arm. To be without it almost
makes a present of the initiative to the enemy. Cavalry still possesses the
power of dominating the terrain between opposing forces, and, as we know,
loss of the initiative is generally followed by fatal results at least for the
immediate future. The element of surprise is the most deadly of the strategist's and tactician's weapons, and can only be guarded against by thorough
reconnoitring and scouting. To bring the matter nearer home it can be
safely asserted that all our successes of the I.R.A. days were the result of
careful observation and correct information as to the enemy's movements.
Our failures were often due to omissions of these essentials. The Boer War
showed the British to their cost the destructive attacking power of fast
mobile columns. Both in the early and final stages of the European War in
France cavalry were required and successfully employed. In fact anywhere
except in position warfare its possession gives a commander a. distinct advanRecent British manoeuvres
tage over an opponent lacking in this arm.
proved that cavalry are a vital factor when operating in close country, and
this lesson should not be lost to us. Cavalry has been employed in every
theatre of war since 1918, and this, if it means anything, means that mounted
troops have lost none of their effectiveness. In fact in many recent campaigns cavalry have been not only participants but the dominating force. In
Russia during the September (1925) manoeuvres, four armies were mobilized
by the Soviet Government; they consisted of one or two Infantry Divisions
and four Cavalry Divisions each.
In years gone by, Cavalry had to be relied on for practically every task
that could not be performed by foot troops. Now its position has been challeng~d by cyclis~s, armoured cars, tanks and aeroplanes. I am not endeavo~g .to ~lassify these arms in order of merit. The roles played by each
are dIstmctive and different, and it cannot be said that one is better than
another. Some are superior in some respects and inferior in others. I do
n~t propose to weigh the various merits of these arms but rather to emphaSlZe our peculiar position. We lack the basic mobile arm which in other
armies cyclists, tanks, aeroplanes and armoured cars are destined to assist.
It seem~ a paradox that we are deficient in one of the most important factors
of .mobile warfare-of all warfare except position when it is stabilizedwhile at the Same time we export the material for the use of others and
:lect to benefit by one of the greatest assets of our country- This defect
&hI u1~be remedied at once, and as we will see later there are no insurmo unt e 0 tacles-not even Our tightened purse.

It ~ be noted that so far I have used the term cavalry. Mounted
possibly a better one for general use as it embraces both cavalry
and mounted inf t
'
.
fantry .
an ry. These arms are in different classes; mounted 1Il18 undoubtedly mobile, but not to the same extent as cavalry. In

t
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the first inst~ce they are trained as foot soldiers and must be more or less
regarded as improvised troops. The distinction between Mount.ed Infantry
The latter, while trained as
and Mounted Rifles must also be made.
mounted troops, are not equipped for mounted combat, though in other respects they may be considered as cavalry. The Boers and British Yeomanry
are typical examples of what in the past has been termed mounted Rifles.
It is not generally applied to Regular troops. These distinctions are not as
clear-cut as they were some years ago. Now that the Il'Tme blanche theory
no longer predominates in cavalry tactics, mounted troops have all more or
less similar duties to perform. Cavalry have been defined as troops trained
to attain the object of the commander by the combined action of man and
horse. ,As much as any others they are specialist troops. Their functions
can never be carried out as well by troops primarily intended for another
purpose, as of necessity would result in our country. Cavalry is now assigned duties which were formerly allotted to Mounted Infantry. The British do not now train such troops. Fire-power has replaced cold steel as
the chief mounted armament, and to be efficient mounted troops must receive whole-time training as such. When Mounted Infantry is raised it is
required to release cavalry, the supply of which is often limited, from less
important duties, to enable it to be used for its special work. At the commencement of the Boer War the scarcity of Cavalry forced the British to
raise numerous regiments of Mounted Infantry and Volunteers. It was
not, however, until after the lapse of considerable time that these formations
were of material value.
The British intended the Mounted Infantry to
relieve the Cavalry of dismounted fighting.
Nowadays Cavalry must be
trained to act dismounted as a normal function.

In a country such as ours, the terrain of which is suitable for operations
by mounted troops, cavalrv have endless possibilities under an energetic
leader. They are not depe'ndent on roads nor affected by rivers or broken
bridg~s. Sarsfield's ride may yet be repeated. In the later stages of the
Anglo.lrish War, operations by British mounted units were more feared
than a round-up conducted in Crossley tenders. Few as our own experien
have been, the fact that they are our own gives them added value: One
must not overlook the fact that in this country any troops dependm for
their mobility on mechanical devices will probably 1088 tbeir efficiency in
tbat respect shortly after the initial stages of a campaign. All mec~anical
vehicles require fuel, and petrol might not be obtainable in war. Dunng th
early stages of the Civil War it was not to be got in Southern Irel.nd, 8~d
the expedient of running cars on spirit from bonded stores-a wa d?ne m
BOme cases-eould not be relied on. The constant supply of pe roI m th
field would be difficult of attainment, if possible, and 811 we cann be
ured
of a constant supply of fuel from overseas during war, a little ~li
possible should be placed on the means of warfare depen~en on 1 .
there are no fuel resources in the Saorstat, the conclu Ion th mu
drawn are obvious, Our powers of resistance and of oonduc ing u
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warfare must depend on the resources available.
In respeot of mobile
tlOOps, there are only two-the horse and the blcyole-the,se should be exploited to the full. With regard to the former .the supply, while not unlimited, is certainly' good. Up to the present no provision has been made to
avail of it nor has any attempt been made to foster the industry for National
Defence purposes. To my mind, the greatest argum.ent in favour of retaining horses in tlie Artillery Corps in preference to mechanization, is that in
doing 80 we are depending on ourselves and not on a possible source of supply
from outside. After the World War there , was a great rush towards mechanization. A new factor had been introduced, and for the moment its possibilities and its known lises were exaggerated. The more recent tendency
is 0. reaction. It hall been proved and amply demonstrated in Poland, Syria,
Morocco, and elsewhere, that mounted troops are indispensable and that
mechanized troops cannot replace them though they can be of immense assistance. Consequently there has been a check in the process. The
British have paused in their feverish rush towards mechanicalization as they
term it. Every war of magnit'ude has its immediate effect on military
theories and on the practice of war. The mechanized products of the World
War are new features. Of necessity they involve changes in the oonduct of
battle, but they cannot and will not replace the individual fighting soldier.
They provide additional means of attack, but, unlike cavalry or infantry,
they cannot hold ground-the most vital function of any army. Tanks,
armoured cars, aeroplanes and mounted troops are complementary to each
other. Their divorce may impair the efficiency of each; we, however, must
take things as we find them. We can be sure of maintaining the latter (and
here I include cyclists) for an indefinite period; SO' much cannot be said of the
former. Surely then it is to cavalry and cyclists our chief attention should
be directed.
. Let us now consider the type of cavalry best suited to our terrain and
Cll'CunJstances, why it is needed how it is to be used and how we should
provide for it. Let us also co~ider the advantages and disadvantages of
this ann. It has been customary to divide cavalry into three classes:
Heavy-that generally employed for shock-Medium, and Light. These
classes correspond to cuirassiers and lancers dragoons and huzzars, though
the B 't' h i '
,
n IS c 88S lancers as medium cavalry. The old heavy type of cavalry
may be considered out of date and would certainly not be suitable for us.
Thtb e boot-to-boot charge against infantry was obsolete sixty years ago, and
• 0 f two large bodies of heavy cavalry in cold steel combat
e old colliSlon
~ay .be definitely assigned to past history. The class of cavalry required
~ ~~s Army would not necessarily belong to either of the remaining types.
be assi~ed
any class it would probably be termed medium, as
VJ arms 1t must carry in order to have adequate fire-power would
prevent 1t from being classed as light. The addition of the rifle, automatic
~and
~ the machine gun to cavalry armament has tended greatly to·
;~ ourforrnmg a uniform type of cavalry, ,b ut it must be remembered Ula.t
PUl'poaea at least, the lighter it is the more mobile.
'
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. ' Before I attempt to draw any conclusions as to mounted troQps best
sUited to our needs, I am going to 'digress further and discuss the difterent
groups of ?ava1ry, their functions and duties. Cavalry action is generaJIy
grouped as follows: (a) Independent, (b) Protective, (c) Corps or Divisional.
The ' first explainll itself; here comparatively large formations are usually
employed. On protective work cavalry should not be required 'to fulfil otJier
functions; onfy such reconnaissance as is necessary to allow it to provide
protection should be carried out. In this case their work takes them where
the protected formation goes, and consequently to demand major recon.An
naissance from them would mean the neglect of their other task.
attempt to combine these duties may involve grave consequences.
The
Corps or Divisional Groups are generally smaller formations attached to
headquarters; battalions, brigades, etc., for reconnaissance and inter-communication. CyClists can very effectively cover much of this work. In the
past it was often allotted to mounted infantry. This grouping of cavalry
duties is not a hard and fast rule. On the contrary, since the use of mounted
troops is .so varied it is very general.
Participation in battle, whether in
pursuit, retreat or for decisive action, is the principle role assigned to
cavalry. Any and all of the groups mentioned above may be assembled
and used for this purpose.
It is probable that in this. country cavalry will rarely be required to
operate in largo:! numbers. Cavalry divisions would hardly be available in
abundance on our side. Smaller formations would be used. These would
possess great mobility and powers of springing quickly into action at outlying points, conducting raids, filling gaps, reconnaissance, and participation in battle. Cavalry reconnaissance duties are primarily local and tactical. Generally speaking, the obtaining of strategical information is the
function of the Air Corps. Here is a case where cavalry has been relieved
of a difficult task by the introduction of a new feature. This work often
proved very exhausting to cavalry, though they must still undertake it, wh n
air-craft have failed, as may happen under adverse climatic conditions. In
1870 the Germans during their advance into France threw out a hu~e cavalry
screen which was practically unopposed, but it has since been admitted that
for strategical pur-poses the information obtained was only one per cent. of
value. The South African War was par excellence a mounted war, but
many of its lessons callDot be applied to this country. Th~ nature of t~e
terrain over which it was fought, and the climate are 80 different to t~
country that comparisons are liable to be misleading. One of the Ie. aona it
did teach was that the sending of weak and isolated patrols long dIStance
was of no value and only lead to loss without results. Cavalry or reconnaissance duties should always be in a position to fight, if necessary on foot,
in order to obtain the information sought. That they can do thia ~,."b
on land is one of their great assets. Cavalry equipped witb automatic ~ .
and machine guns is capable of very forward action, while at the.-m ~e
being self-dependent. The mobility of cavalry mak it capabl of earrymg
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out an enveloping or flank movement with a suddenness and surprise that
infantry could not accomplish, and which auxiliaries such as tanks could
not attempt by themselves.
Armoured cars are easily trapped, and if
operating alone, are unreliable; in conjunction with cavalry their power im·
mediately becomes effective.
Lt.·Col. Hyllon Howard Vase, who commanded British cavalry forma·
tions in France and Palestine during the World War, writing of future con·
ditions, says: -" In every case the backbone of the mobile force will still
consist of horse soldiers, because they alone of mobile troops can provide the
dispersion which is necessary to hold a position or carry out certain other
operations of war, such as the policing of a country in insurrection, the pur·
suit of an enemy, or the hand·to-hand conflict which is the ultimate object
of all battles, and because also, in certain conditions of climaIe or ground they
alone retain their mobility. For the latter reason part of the Artillery must
be horse· drawn. " This is only one of hundreds of similar opinions given in
recent times.
Every great General of the WorIa War has expressed his
belief in the future of cavalry. Had we actual experience of war on a major
scale we would also subscribe to their ideas.
Cyclists are mobile troops, and in good weather and on suitable roads
move more quickly than cavalry. Moreover, no supply columns are required
for them. The trouble is that good roads and good weather are not the
usual war· conditions. Again, unless they abandon roads and become no
longer mobile, cyclists are tied to roads in order to advance or retreat. If
they leave their machines to go into action they must return to the place
they left them before they become mobile again.
Cavalry are better off in this respect in a dismounted action. They can
retain their mobility practically until the moment of taking up their fire·
~8ition and resume it much ~ore quickly. One of the disadvantages of
dl ~unted cavalry action is the loss in fire.power due to the necessity of a
certalD number of units having to be detailed as horse· holders. This is some·
what oompensated for by the increased number of automatic arms and
While normally
machine guns with which cavalry can now be provided.
supply columns with forage would accompany cavalry, they are not depen·
dent on them. In necessity horses can exist and work on half and quarter
ration ; they did so in the Boer War under severer climatic conditions than
could ev~ obtain here. Further, at least in this country, they can always
bl' u tamed on the pasture which would be available' in fact they must
nOl'mally expect to do 80 when on reconnaissance and ~uch work. Cavalry
are prefe~able to cyclists for most fighting purposes. This must not be tak~n
metuung we shOUld be without cyclists-I only infer that cavalry WIll
m
the greater number of general situations .
....._.:or u , apart from the fuel question, the unlikelihood of this Sta~
~ able to produce WI'thin Its
. borders Armoured Cars and Tanks, pu t s theIr
dvantages at di
awad
t fits
.
a scount. In Ireland industrialism is not yet ou 0
dliDg clothes, and the time is decades ahead when our requirements
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in this r~spect will be supplied by native industry. In fact it is only guesswork and not a foundation on which military policy could be based. This
also means that the supply of spare parts-essential to all mechanical
vehicles-is limited in war to peace-time reserve stocks. Undoubtedly both
these ar~s Gan give invaluable aid to cavalry in carrying out its duties, but
.since their production and maintenance can only be doubtful, over-reliance
~ust not be placed on them. Our Cavalry should and could be such that
it could carry out most of .t he missions at present reserved to these arms
with at least a fair degree of efficiency.
Again I may repeat that neither of these arms is capable of holding
ground. In advanced action when infantry are too slow moving to keep
pace with the tanks, or to arrive in time, this duty must devolve on cavalry.
In some cases it might be given to cyclists, but there again the nature of the
country would only rarely permit of their rapid advance and dispersion over
the area to be held. In mobile war slow-moving tanks will be of little assistance·. ·Our aim should be to reinforce our mounted troops with fast-moving
tanks capable of clearing obstacles and silencing enemy machine-gun posts
which may have held up the advance of cavalry. Barbed wire is a great
obstacle to cavalry, in fact to all troops, and here tanks can break down
resistance that might hold up cavalry indefinitely. It is doubtful if barbed
wire will ever again have such power as it held in France during the first
three ye·ars of the World War, but it will undoubtedly prove an effective
Since our resources of armoured
barrier to cavalry on future occasions.
cars and tanks will always be limited, we should as far as possible in our
tactical practices reserve their use for situations where their employment
is essential.
Both tanks and cavalry are very vulnerable to air attacks.
Cavalry,
however, have greater powers of dispersion and concealment. Th~y can
cover long distances by night, whereas tanks an~ armoured c~rs, 10 the
absence of bright moonlight or powerful lights, whlch have ~anife t. drawbacks, are practically blind at night. One direct hit by artillery Will put
any tank out of action but the same cannot be said of a platoon of cavalry
whose open formation' will always help to minimise the effect of artiUery
With our limited funds, can we afford to risk the los of 80 much
fire.
rooney and material so ~asily?
The value of a reserve depends on its freshness. Where infantry hav.8
to fill gaps in a line by forced marching their effectivene s is al~ay.
derably lessened as a result.
Mounted troops will alway amve
than foot troops. Many examples occurred in France, when cava!ry w r
hurriedly thrown into the front line and were able immediately to dig th mselves in. Infantry, on the contrary, often arrived too exbau
to do
.out
anything but lie down and wait for nightfall. Cavalry can be
greater distances than infantry for the purpose of security and p . tion.
Their mobility in itself is their security. To ri k infantry on ucb m ions
would probably melPl their being cut off and annihilated or capt
.
or

=';
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the same reason cavalry can be required to hold a longer line with less risk.
An effective means has yet to be found for protecting horses against gas.
The means at present adopted have not proved satisfactory, though it iUfords
a degree of protection. Fortunately, horses are much less affected by gas
than men.
In open or mobile warfare the employment of gas against
cavalry is difficult and not likely to be met with frequently. Consequently
the danger from this source need not be greatly stressed. Mounted troops
can move quickly out of any gas:infected area, and this still lessens the
danger. .In future wars the spraying of gas from aeroplanes will probably
be the most deadly form of attack. This method, however, is only in the
experimental stages at present.
For a long time shock tactics were regarded as tb,e principle function of
cavalry. The arme blanche theory was carried to extremes, and many believed and taught that the cold steel charge of cavalry was tht;lir sole method
of offence, and that all other mounted duties were subsidiary. In fact dismounted fighting was looked upon as an abnormality to be avoided by
cavalry at all costs. The ~ars of the last sixty years have done much to
modify this doctrine, but it still has many adherents. The lessons of the
American Civil War in this respect seem to have been lost to Europe, and
it was only the' South African War that forced a modification of the arme
blanche theory on European cavalry. In order to clear the air it may be as
well to define shock. Shock is the effect produced by the charge of a body
of horsemen armed wi~h cold steel and riding knee to knee at their maximum
Fllce, and made in depth. It depends for its success on its impetus, the
~hock of impact, and the demoralizing effect of its approach. Shock means
unpact. ~his was the only form "Of shock as recognized and trained for by
~uropean countries prior to' 1914. It relies largely for victory on the
te~r of cold steel, but against troops who realize that the rifle and automatic arms and machine guns can annihilate this cold steel before it reacbeb
them its terror is decidedly at a discount. Before genuine shock tactics
can be produced a number of conditions must be present; the horsemen
mus~ charge in dense formation-boot to boot-and in depth, providing an
8~~bly fine target. The enemy attacked must be in fairly close formation if any serious casualties are to be inflicted' infantry will always be depl~yed and. unless preparing to undertake shock themselves, mounted troops
will not be in close order. Tbe ground must be suitable. A ditch, country
fence, ~r entre~chment is sufficient to disorganize a charge and bring it into
oonf~slon: It. IS practically impossible to deliver a charge up-hill unless the
gradient IS very slight and the distance short. Again the ground must b~
level co t'
s1'
'
Ibili ' n muou y to the pomt of contact· open terrain lessens the poss
m . lea .of surprise. The ground must be co~ered at high speed, and cohesion
~taJDed. Horses must be fresh .in all cases where shock is intended,
~ ~he troops must be kept practically idle waiting for an opportunity which
~~ never come. ~ounted troops will not be capable of delivering an
t
ve charge of this nature after a day in the saddle. The momentum
II

J\uglll>t.
and .cohesio~ which are essential to .shock would be lacking. If true shock
is require.d all suitable conditions must be present, and in addition it must
be ~membeted that the formation used requires a relatively large number
of men.
. '
In the ' Boer War there occurred many ideal opportunities for cavalry
well and efficiently trained in the art of shock to display and prove its 'superiority over an enemy not equipped or even trained for the purpose. Much
of the ground over which this war was fought was ideal for shock purposes,
and in future wars the same number of opportunities will rarely occur again.
Yet shock tactics were never employed in their true sense. Only on one
occasion-at Elandslaagte-in the early stages, was a cold steel charge made
by cavalry, and then with practically negligible result. Shock tactics are
of course primarily intended for use against other mounted troops. It is an
accepted axiom that they cannot be successfully employed against infantry
unless_ they are so utterly routed and disorganized that they are on the
point of throwing away their arms. In these circumstances they will be
successful, but it cannot be denied that any troops, no matter how armed,
will be equally effective in riding down such infantry and mopping up prisoners. Shock failed in South Africa. In the Russo-Japanese War it was
absent though the Russians poli.sessed huge numbers of cavalry trained for
the purposes, and the J apanese cavalry~though small-was trained on European shock principles.
Similarly, in Eastern Prussia, during the World
War, where the Russians also liad masses of .. shock" troops they failed to
be effective. It is recorded that Cossack regiments actually avoided the zone
of fire. Some instances of it did occur in the early stages in 1914, but it
seems that in most cases the cavalry charged in open order and did not
employ true shock. At Volchkovtsky, in August, 1914, two large forces of
Austrian and Russian cavalry met and engaged, the Russians being vic.t<:
rious. Both sides were shock-trained, but a Russian officer who partIcIpated states that there was no shock, Bnd in fact that both sides pulled up
before engaging and then fought in hand-to-hand combat.
The World War has changed the method of mounted at.t .ck. T~e
opportunities of preserving close order under the present conditIons of ~
creased fire-power are for practical purposes nil. Cavalry was forced to gtve
up its ordered ranks and attack in open order just as infantry had to make
the change years previously. This new form of attack. is termed by some
semi-shock action, but the method of attack is totally different to European
shock tactics. Cavalry is now equipped with machine guns, and the firs
essential to any mounted attack is recognized to be adequatc ,6re-p~p tion. The attack should be support.ed by both air-craft and artillery Jf possible, but certainly before it can be made the effect of the enemy fire mu
be at least neutralised if not mastered.
t f mocha
d' t m D
This change has made necessary a complete rea]u
O.
cavalry values. Shock tactics were not a feature of the mounted ~ lona
.
sed' 8 . r oroccom e
10 France or Palestine, nor have they been u
10 yna 0
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recent campaigns there. Many people who conceive cavalry action according to the anne blanche anu shoc1. doctrines, regard mounted troops as out
of date and superseded by the mechaniclltl innovations of the World War.
If cavalry were still to fight on the same principles as it did in August, 1914,
it would indeed be obsolete, but the fact is that cavalry tactics, armament,
and organization have been radically changed, more so perhaps than those
of any other arm by the lessons of recent years.
On August 12th, 1914, at Haelen, in Belgium, the German cavalry
attacked in close order formation against an enemy with ample fire-power
snd in position. Ten times in succession the German lancers charged, and
their losses were so great that this action is believed to have affected their
employment of cavalry throughout the war. _
The time honoured shock tactics of European cavalry are dead, but
cavalry has become only more important by their decease. The 'rifle has
replaced the sabre and lance as the horseman's c~ief weapon. Fire-power
now governs mounted tactics as much as ·it does foot.
Proficiency
in musketry rather than skill at arms with ·the sabre will in ·future
be the true criterion of the trooper. One of the functions of independent
cavalry is to seek out their rivals and defeat them decisively, thus depriving
the enemy of the valued initiative. In future the issue will be always
decided in favour of the side that exerts fire superiority before any charge
In reconnaissance work, where
is attempted or the forces even meet.
smaller bodies of horsemen may come in contact suddenly, charges may
occur before automatic weapons and machine guns have been brought effectively into play, but eVen here fire superiority will still decide the issue.
The Boers issued rifle saddle fire and trained troops may do the same, but
in such cases superiority will be best established by pistol fire, which can be
opened at 40 yards rangs. It is also probable that an automatic arm such as
the Thompson gun could be used at short range with murderous effect.
The United States (who arm their cavalry with pistol and sabre) permit
a ~ommander to employ the charge in close or extended order with pistol or
WIth sabre at his own discretion. A close order charge .without cold steel
must seem a paradox to any European cavalry officer though it appears that
the American officers themselves do not contempl~te close order chsrges
o! any ~escription, still it is noteworthy to record that shock is now recognIzed WIthout the arme blanche showing how cavalry tactics have altered.
(To be concluded).
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DO WE TH INK ENOUGH?
Absence of occupati on is not rest
A mind quite vacant is a mind distress ed.-Cow per.
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apt, in peace time, to have unfortunate financial reactions. The law is
often "a hass," and one's orderly and businesslike soul is often perturbed
by its seeming vagaries. There is, however, a law of averages which so
successfully throws a cover over the other law that the experienced observer
realises that it's not worth while bothering what's under the cover.
How, then, is "thinking" as distinct from learning, to be cultivated
or practised? Tactical problems? Well, yes, on occasions. But not too
often. They are apt to pall and they can lead to rows which, however
healthy, occasionally are not suitable as a staple diet. How else? Well,
there's the first thinking problem-to devise means and methods of keeping
the mind active and questing. Not very helpful, is it?
Well, an occasional crossword puzzle is better than nothing. Puzzles
of various descriptions are all very helpful. An occasional debate-not
necessarily on a military topic-secures the · exercise of the human and
psychological factor with that of pure reason (and sometimes unreason).
"Tinkering up" a bike or car or piece of machinery without the proper
parts or usual tools employs reason and cultivates resources. Here are a
couple of rather good puzzles both capable of military application. (There
is no prize for solution).

I.

ASSUl(ED FACTORS.

There is a turntable at Clara Junction which will carry either a horse
box or p~nger ,,:agon, but will not accommodate an engine.
There 1S an engIne on the main road between Athlone and Streamstown.
There ~s a horsebox between Clara and Streamstown.
ere
1S a passenger wagon on line between Clara and Athlone.
e horse and passenger wagons must be moved by engine-power except
Whi!e on the tum-table.

i:

REQUIRED.

betw: ~pose

the horse and passenger wagons, (i.e., to place horsebox
Streams ara and Atblone, and the passenger wagon between Clara and
!own), and return the engine to the main line.
w..,. ~ seems easy at first, and when you get tied up by finding your
"""1)ons mterferrin
'th th
.
It
WI
e passage of your engine it seems impOSSIble.
however, be gdone).

c:n'
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ASSUMED FACTORS.

A steel boat in which two men are unbound prisoners is being towed by
a steamship.
The rope is 40 fathoms long, and is looped round the thwarts
in the boat in the manner shown in sketch. The men have no knives or
material for cutting the rope, nor can they communicate with the steamship
to induce anyone on board to cast them loose.
REQUIRED.

How do the men cast off the tow rope and get free?
(The best way to tackle this problem is to make a model and use rope
-not string. This problem also can be done. It is not a " catch" or " trick"
problem. It is purely manipulation of the rope).
Having done these, or having tried-tried really hard, which is nearly
as good, you will naturally work them off on some "smart" genius of your
acquaintance, but whether you succeed. or fail, keep the brain-box working
at some subject or other. You will have the key to the door of perpetual
youth-the open sesame to real achievement-the pass to the realm where
every man is king of his own kingdom.
On the other hand, let your
mind lie fallow. Follow the easy course of drift. " Cram" enough for

exams., and be content to ruffle the placidity of your grey matter only
when the man higher up insists on effort, and you will realise, too late, that
brains are not brass-that rust does consume more than labour wears.
Publicists are howling that this is the age of the young man. They
But being mostly old men (really old) they don't think, and
are right.
"Too old at forty" is their slogan. In the language of the classics, Bosh t
and Bunkum t and then some t Physical age is not the real criterion.
There are men" 60 years young," as there are men" 25 years old."
.. Laugh and grow fat" as a motto for physical well-being has much
to recommend it. " Think and keep young" is even better, mentally and
physically. Think I Think t Think t Think and act. Get out of the rut
and keep out. You may flounder into a morass--there will be comradely
hands to help you out, you may nnd a wayside Eldorado, you may even
reach the heights. You will never suffer the fate of those who lag or falter
in the rut. You will never be callously and impatiently spurned and cast
aside by the herd drifting relentlessly onward.
J. P. M. C.
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A PORTABLE TRIGON OMETRICAL
BEACON.
By

MAJOR NIALL MACNEILL,

General Staff.

OR Topographical field work. beaconing of Trig. stations is indispensable.
The use of beacons to mark accurately fixed points has, with the introHitherto it
duction of modern methods extended to the Artillery.
was customary to assemble' beacons on the spot from ~aw materials
consisting either of commercial timber, or iron, or of saplings and brushwood locally obtained. Beacons so constructed did not lend themselves to
taking down and reassemblj, and even if they could be dismounted were not
easily portable. As a result it was usual to abandon the beacon when a
particular station was no longer required, and construct those newly required
from fresh materials. This was obviously a wasteful procedure, particularly if commercial timber or iron were used. Apart from expense, it might
not always be possible under active service conditions, to obtain supplies of
such materials in sufficient quantity, and the amount of heavy transportation involved would be disproportionately high. Some districts do not afford
supplies of suitable natural materials such as saplings and brushwood. In
time of peace local owners would raise serious objection to cutting saplings
and perhaps even brushwood. For surveying detail, as in plane-tabling, it
has been usual to employ the standard type Ordnance Survey Pole Beacon,
made of commercial timber. To this, it has been found in practice, their are
additional objections. The beacon is not a very conspicuous one, being difficult to see at a distance and under certain conditions of background, such
as skyline 01' ripe crops or stubble. An instrument ca.nnot be mount~d over
the !ltation mark without dismounting the beacon. Ib lends itself perhaps
less than any other type to re-erection, and the poles and struts are )lot
infrequently cracked beyond serviceability by the heavy nails used in
assembly. Under active service conditions, it might be undesirable to leave
the beaoon in litu when a particular station were no longer required even
if the materials were not needed elsewhere.
This problem has been fairly widely appreciated amongst topographers,
and no high degree of originality is claimed here either for the attempt in
general to solve it, or the particular design offered as a solution. Obviously
th.at solution is a beacon which will lend itself to taking down and re-erection
WIth ease, and which will be portable. The writer had an opportunity of
observing under test· conditions certain beacons designed for this purpose,
and a practical topographical operation unde1' his own guidance shortly afterwards afforded the opportunity-not to say the need-{)f profiting by what
had been 80 observed, and adding such improvements as occurred to himself. The design wliich is described below is the outcome of those original
~servati.~ and a number of other experimental types tried out under workmg condItions. The final design-it is hoped-incorporates the good points
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and eliminates the weak points of all the types experimentally observed,
and possesses in addition some new and useful features of its own.
This beacon can be securely erected and properly plumbed over a mark
by th~ee me~ in 4i minutes, and taken down and folded ready for taking
away In 1 mInute. Two men can erect it in 8i minutes time, and in emergency one man alone can accomplish the task (except possibly in a high
wind), in about a quarter of an hour. Its weight, including all accessories,
is 67 Ibs. The legs are telescopic, giving a choice of three heights when
erected (roughly 11 feet, 14 feet and 17 feet), while the' length, when collapsed and telescoped for transportation does not exceed 11 feet. A further
modification in the direction of making it more compact for transportation
would be to make t,he slender flag-mast which surmounts the beacon detachable. Since, however, this complicates construction, particularly in regard to the upper cone, since the length is in any case not very great, and
since it is desirable to reduce detachable and therefore easily lost parts to the
minimum, this course was not adopted in the present design.
The following is a description of the beacon, which will be more
Esseneasily followed by referring to the accompanying photographs.
tially it consists of two cone-shaped forms, one inverted over the other, supported by two telescopic steel legs, and anchored (when mounted) by means
of four guy-wires. Only two guys (located 90 degrees away from the legs)
were used at first, but to ensure stability in high winds and lessen the risk
of cattle knocking the beacon down, the number was increased to four. So
equipped, the beacon has withstood a wind approaching gale force without
Joss of the true position of the" neck" over the station-mark.
The neck-ring consists of a 6 ins. diameter disc of iron i in. thick, joggled
to receive two t in. mild steel pins which serve as hinges for the telescopic
legs. The true neck is above the neck-ring and is only Ii in. diameter, thus
giving a fine mark on which to sight when working close to the beacon. The
upper portion of each telescopic leg consists of a 7 ft. length of i in. gaIvanised G.B. tubing, joggled at its upper end to house the hinge pin. The
lower portion is of 6, ft. length of 1l/16th mild steel rod. When extended
for erection the lower is held rigidly in the upper portion by a Ii in. by i in.
bolt with wing nut, fitted in i in. holes drilled at 12 ins. centres at the lower
end of the tubing and upper end of the rod respectively. The lower end of
the rod is pointed for use in hard ground, and furnished with a detachable
collar of flat iron 6 ins. in diameter to prevent sinking in soft soil. The collar
is attached to the leg by a short length of light chain to prevent ita lOIS
during transportation. A i in. hole is also drilled in the lower end of the
rod, in order that it may be secured within the upper part of the leg when
telescoped, the i inch bolt and wing-nut already mentioned being used for
this purpose.
.
.
In the case of the beacon illustrated, the guys conslst of t 10 . •tranded
mild steel wire attached to the neck-ring and to the hoop which forms the
lower extremit; of the body (lower cone) of the beacon. The point at which
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the wire is attached to hoop is at such a distance along the wire that when
the beac.()ll is erected the wire tends to support the sides of the body as well
as keeping the whole structure taught. 6 in. wire str~iners are. fitted. in
each guy, 88 a help in making the guys taut and for fine adJustment m gettmg
the beacon plumb over the mark.
The flag-mast consists of a 41 in. length of i in. round iron screwed into
the centre of th~ neck-ring and fixed by a lock-nut. Into its lower extremity (beneath the neck ring) is screwed a small hook for plumbing purposes.
A 1 in. iron axis rod passing through the flag-mast and two light chains (also
attached to the flag-mast) form the support of the hoop supporting the head
(upper cone-inverted) of the beacon. The neck proper of the beacon is the
junction of the vertices of the two cones. To keep this in lihape and prevent
chaffing of the canvas of which the cones are constructed, a" former" consisting of two small cones of sheet metal, joined at their vertices, is located
inside the canvas and is free to slide on the mast. 'l'he lower rim of this
.. former" sits on the neck-ring when the beacon is erected for use. The
cones are made up from hessian canvas (some 5 yards 54 ins. in width being
required for one beacon), the canvas being sewn' to the hoops which form
the upper rim of the head and skirt of the body. The lower canvas cone is
sewn to the upper at the neck of the metal .. former " already mentioned.
In order to preserve the collapsibility of the beacon the canV88 is not sewn
to the legs. The body assumes its proper shape and rigidity when the beacon
is erected solely by virtue of the guy wires being permanently attached to
the lower hoop. The upper hoop is made of 1 in. and the lower hoop of i in.
round iron, their respective diameters being 1 ft. 2 ins. and 8 ft. 2 ins.
The beacon illustrated has a rather small body. There are three advantages in this: (1) It permits high-angle observations to be ,taken with the
instrument without disturbing the beacon; (2) it oflers less resistance to wind;
and (3) secures economy in material and work in construction. It has the
disadvantage, however, of decreasing the size of the mark which the beacon
constitutes, and therefore reducing its conspicuousness and suitability for
long-distance observations (into the beacon). Where the latter character·
istic is of importance, the size of the body might usefully be increased with·
out changing the other dimensions. If the need of taking high vertical
?bservations should remain, the design might further be modified, by mskmg the attachment of the lower hoop to the guys non-permanent, so that
the body could be temporarily pushed up on one side.
. The canvas, after being sewn on its framework, is given two coats of
sIze and two coats of colour. Vertical stripes of red and white (tapering to
the neck) were used in £he beacon illustrated, and proved thoroughly satis :
factory.in makin~ it a conspicuous mark whose shape remained well defihed
at conSIderable dIstances. In the treatment of the canvas and colouring impro~ements may result from further experiments.
Greater flexibility for
folding p~ses than is given by the present treatment might be aimed at.
Colours will depend to some extent on local conditions and ideas. For in-

l'late B.
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stance, the head (upper cone) might be painted in one colour only in order
that its shape and the precise position. of the neck would be less likely of
being misjudged.
Under active service conditions a beacon in drab or
camouflage colours on one side might be useful. The flag mast is fitted with
the usual small flag, and has small holes drilled in it for securing this in
position.
The only detached parts, when folded for transportation, are the lower
ends of the guy wires (from the strainers down) with the 15 ins. iron spikes
with which they are anchored in the ground, when in use, attached; and, of
course, the plumb bob and line. Two short lengths of cord are attached to
the lower hoop at diametrically opposite points for the purpose of tying up
the beacon when collapsed. To avoid greater complexity in construction
and reduce to a minimum the number of moving parts, the head (smaller
upper cone) was in the case illustrated not made collapsible. It is semirigid, and if it to some extent loses its shape in transportation can easily be
bent back into its true position. This was thought to be preferable to making it fully collapsible, since owing to the light framework necessary in the
small cone, it would be difficult to provide a collapsing arrangement which
would stand up to rough usage and be unlikely to give way in high winds.
I am indebted to our Corps of Engineers for their successful interpretation of my original rough design, their suggestions and practical improvements in detail, and for furnishing the technical descriptions and other particulars of the materials used. Plate" A ,. shows the beacon erected and
in use. The clear view out, ample head room and feasibility of high-angle
observations, and the slender and well defined shape of the neck will be
noted.
Plate" B " shows the beacon collapsed, and includes all accessories except the plumb bob and line. The type of anchoring peg used is
also clearly shown. Plate" C shows three beacons of this type packed
in a G.S. wagon. There is ample room for other instruments and tools, and
if need be a greater number of beacons. Incidentally it illustrates the best
means of transportation when the heads of the beacons are non-collapsible,
namely, that of allowing the heads to protrude from the rear of a vehicle
with a drop or detachable end.
Other expedients observed by the writer in attempts to evolve a suitable type of beacon were: the use of strips of cloth, instead of a .. solid
body, with a view to facilitating high-angle observations and reducing wind
resistance, and a design employing telescopic wooden legs (like the old-style
camera tripod). Neither seemed satisfactory nor durable.
The strips
seemed likely to go to pieces in a high wind, and their continual noisy. flapping constituted a disturbing factor where observer and hooker, and mtercommunication between them, were concerned.
The trouble with telescopic wooden legs is to make them sufficiently strong without m.aking them
extremely bulky.
The present design is at least a substantial advance
towards a type which will meet every requirement.
II
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MILITARY DIETETICS.
By

COMDT.

P. J.

DELANEY,

A.M.S.

HE old legend: .. An army marches on its stomach," is 8S tr~e of
present day conditions as it was wh~n t~e phrase wa~ first cOined.
That food of good quality and suffiCIent m amount wIll add appre·
ciably to the efficiency of an Army is undoubted. Consequently any
trouble or investigation undertaken with a view to improving food and diet
will repay the cost incurred.
It has been found possible to determine with much accuracy the value
of different foods as sources of energy or heat. The unit of energy or heat
in Dietetics is known as the Calorie, and when we know that a certain food
or ration scale is equal to a certain number of Calories, we speak of the
food or ration scale as possessing a certain Calorific value.
The majority of authorities agree that an adult man, doing an average
day's work, should receive a diet giving a rough Calorific value of 3,500.
Indeed, in England in 1917, a report drawn up by a Committee of the Royal
Society, at the request of the Board of Trade, states that: .. Men for the
most p~rt engaged in active work require per man per diem a diet yielding
approximately 3,400 Calories." Much work and experimentation have been
done on the compilation of Standard Diets, and just as all authorities agree
as to what should be the normal diet, all are equally agreed, that for arduous
work, and work in cold climates, a food giving a much higher Calorific value
is needed. In drawing up a Dietary, however, care should be taken not to
base its value on Calorific content alone, as it is well known that substances
having the same potential energy cannot always be substituted for one
another.
Variety is a practical consideration stressed by all authorities,. and an·
othe: most important point is the digestibility of the food. Taste should
be gIven due consideration, but it should never be the sole arbiter, as in that
e~ent the. appetite will be innocently misled by the delicacies which civiliza·
tlo~ has Invented, as well as by the tricks of cooking, seasoning and pre·
panng.
.
yitamins are complex bodies and present in various articles of diet
1ll mmute quantities.
They are found in relative abundance in fresh fruits
~d vegetab.les, and in butter, milk and eggs. They are absent from prac·
tI.call~ all tmned and the great majority of manufactured foods. Lack of
vltamms causes many grave deficiency diseases, of which Rickets is the best·
known example.
How does our Ration s~ale compare with the numerous standard Diets
that have been compiled and are in use in corresponding Institutions? It
:~p~es ~~~ favo~abl! indeed, having regard to quality, amoUnt, variety
digestIbility, whtlst Its Calorific value is over 3 500 or slightly in excesS
of that"
required by men for th e most part engaged
'.
. work"
A
t,' a1
m actIve
.
prac Ie proof of its suitability is shown by the fact that at Cork, where
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over an extended period each Reservist was weighed and medically examined
at the beginning and again at the termination of his period of training, each
m~n ~howe.d a marked improvement in physique, and there was lin average
gam m weIght of from four and a half to six pounds. This great improvement in health and physique is due to a contribution of causes such as food
clothing, quarters, exercise, and regular habits, but the main contributin~
factors is the quality, amount and regularity of the food provided.
Satisfactory as is this Diet for the hum-drum existence of Barrack life,
it would not be nearly sufficient under active and field service conditions.
The drawing up of a Ration Scale for use under such circumstances is a
matter needing the fullest inquiry and attention. Many factors would have
to be considered, e.g., the impossibility of supplying fresh vegetables, fish,
milk, meat, etc. The question of field Kitchens, Transport, etc., must also
be taken into account. As the feeding of troops under active service conditions is a very highly specialized branch of quarter-mastering, the matter
is one deserving the greatest consideration.
Nothing has yet been done in connection with Emergency Rations-or
•• Iron Rations," as they are popularly called. These are rations only to
be used in case of great emergency, when no other rations are available, and
never without the permission of the Unit Commander. Whilst discussing
the question of emergency and active service Rations, it may be well to make
a slight digression. There has been much confused thinking as to whether
Alcoholic Drinks are ever necessary as a food_ Alcohol is never necessary
as a food, but undoubtedly there are occasions--as after severe work in inclement weather-when the sense of comfort and lessening of fatigue produced by alcoholic drinks is not to be ignored. For obvious reasons, the
use of Alcohol is not permitted in the American Army, but with the British,
French and German Armies, alcoholic drinks are given on field service at
the discretion of the Commander and on the recommendation of the responsible Medical authority.
Whilst the present Ration scale is quite good in theory, and generally
good in practice, there are occasions when it is neither good in theory or
practice. One of the occasions is the considerable difficulty and delay in
terminating contracts where the food supplied is continually unsatisfactory.
Contracts should never be awarded for a figure at which there is moral certainty that only food of an inferior quality can be supplied. The difficulty
of dealing with Contractors is not answered by the argument that good f,lOd
can be purchased in default where the contract material is not up to standard. Whilst this is a most commendable condition of all such contrac ,
it wil.l be agreed that purchasing by default always causes trouble an~ ~
convenience, and at times is not practicable as when Posts an~ Traunng
Camps are situate at some di tance from a town or other purchaslDg centre.
J udiciou8 selection of suitable food for partioular occa ions is a very
necessary cOnsideration.
The writer, on' one occasion inspected .a Battalion issued with cold ham for dInner during a long route march which was
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only half completed. It need scarcely be mentioned that the men. suffered
from much thirst and inconvenience afterwards. On another occaSIOn roast
beef which had been cooked some hours previously was supplied with potatoes and without any liquid dressing, to a Battalion of thirsty and dustsodden men. Thus it may be seen that food which is meant to help may
sometimes penalize.
An extraordinary regulation that exists under the Hospital Dietary is
that a meat supper is provided each night for Officers, but nothing for men.
Surely if a supper is necessary for one Hospital Patient it is necessary for
another. Indeed it is perhaps more necessary in the case of men who have
not the same resources for supplementing the ordinary fare as have Officers.
It is difficult to understand how an order of this kind could be conceived, and
still more difficult to understand how the anomalous monster has reached
the age of thirteen months and is still thriving, unless policy demands that
the difference between Men's Dining Hall and Officers' Mess should be
earned into the administration 'of Hospital Wards.
At all times cleanliness is of paramount importance in connection with
food; hence the need for constant supervision of the receipt, storage and
issue of all foodstuffs. Although Authority exists for the issue of towels,
nail-brushes and soap to Kitchens, these very necessary articles are sometimes conspicuous by their absence.
Much of the present material issued to provide dessert finds its way to
the swill barrel. In the main this j!I caused by the fact that the allowance
of milk and sugar is not sufficient to permit of the material being served in
a palatable fashion, and men soon tire of the tasteless and insipid article.
The enamel-ware, of which the soldier's plate and mug are composed,
bas nothing much to recommend it, and very much to condemn it. Aluminium or some such ware would be much more suitable and free from all
the objections of the present article.
'
The importance of having trained Cooks will be apparent to all. Without competent Cooks food will be wasted and abused and much of its nutritious vaJue and usefulness lost. In this connection the training of Butchers,
Bakers, Mess Attendants, ' and Food-Store Men is no less important.
During recent years a very noticeable improvement hS:s taken place in
~ega~ to the prevention of waste. This is all to the good, although there
IS still 100m for improvement.
It is stressing the obvious to say that there should be a constant supply
of fresh vegetables. There is still cause for complaint in this respect, even
ta"kin~ into consideration the difficulty of supply at certain seasons and in
certain places.
As the opinion has been advanced that Margarine should be substituted
'('or butter, it is advisable perhaps to deal with the matter. Margarine was
formerly made from animal fats, but of late the oils used in its manufacture are largely those of vegetable origin, being mainly procured from PalmDuts IIDd Cocoa-nuts. In the process of manufacture these oils are sub-
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jected to a .. hardening " process, in which all Vitamins are destroyed.
Whilst Vitamins are necessary to life, at all ages, they are most essential
for bone and muscle formation, and as a very large number of our soldiers
are young and growing boys, it will be seen that to deprive them of the abundance of vitamins which exist in butter, would, to say the least, be most ·
undesirable.
Food poisoning, or Ptomaine poisoning, as it is often but erroneously
called, is a group of diseases caused by meat which has been infected with
germs.
Sometimes the meat shows signs of putrefaction, but quite often
there are no such signs.
Prevention is effected by ensuring that all food
supplied is procured from a reliable source, that there are no signs of decomposition, and that where tinned food is issued, none of the tins are bulged,
.. blown," or broken. As the disease is not infrequently fatal, the importance of prevention will be realized.
Typhoid Fever, Dysentery, Cholera, Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever are
some of the many diseases that are conveyed by food contaminated by water,
flies, dust or infected persons. Consequently the great need for having food
covered and protected from contamination at all times.
Moreover, it is
especially important that no disease .. carriers " be employed in connection with food, as in canteens, messes, kitchen~, food stores, etc. It .IDay
be explained that .. carriers " are persons who have recovered from some
particular disease, but still harbour the germs which caused the disease. In
this way they are able to contaminate food, and spread disease. In this
country . the typhoid carrier is the commonest, and all men who have had.
typhoid should be debarred from handling rations.
The system of Ration Commutation is mentioned to be condemned, as
apart from other considerations, the practice leads to much abuse and is
never wholly satisfactory.
It would be quite impossible in one article to deal with the many knotty
problems evoked by a study of the food question, but it is believed that ~h.e
points dealt with are among the most pertinent. It is hoped that any cntJcisrn to which this article is subjected to will be of a constructive nature, and
the subject of future articles in the Journal. No patience can be had wifh
the critic who merely fulminates from an armchair or office stool.
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WHAT ABOUT TROUT FISHING?
N previous issues of this journal that well-known sportsman, Dr. O'Donel
Browne, gave his readers a very informative introduction to the thrills
of big game fiRhing in Irish waters. While most angl ers would look forward with keen anticipation to a battle with a SOO-pound shark, there
are many who, for one reason or another, must console themselves with
smaller game. The non-angler who is anxious to become a disciple of
Walton will almost certainly prefer to gain experience under less spectacular
conditions.

I

For the beginner, no branch of the sport is likely to prove more interesting or instructive than trout fishing. The neophyte, if he is wise, wilL be
content to hasten slowly. Unless he has a share of that" beginner's luck,"
which is as well known to anglers as card-players, he will be well advised to
stifle the not; unnatural ambition to hook a five-pounder during his earlier
efforts. Truthful anglers do not encounter many five-pounders.
The trout angler has the choice of trying his skill in brooks and the
smaller rivers, on the large rivers or in lakes.
It is on the first type of
water mentioned that the beginner is likely to gain the most useful experience. This country abounds with streams which are fairly well stocked
~ith small brown trout up to half-a-pound, with an occasional two-pounder
In t~e deeper reaches.
To the inexperienced the fight put up by a wel~
c?nditJl>ned half-pound brown tTout will be a big surprise.
Where he IS
SIded by weeds, bushes, and other obstacles met with in the average brook
th~ odds sre nearly always on the trout. The ingenuity and presence of
m~d necessary to land him safely provide an excellent education for the
begInner. Another valuable lesson learned under such conditions is accurate
casting, which, for dry-fly fishing, is an absolute necessity .
. ~vided one does not suffer from the" latest gadget" complex, trout
means an expensive pastime. Essential equipment of good
qu~ty can be purchased for less than five pounds_ This includes a rod.
landing net, a bag or creel, flies, line, gut, and tackle for various ba.it~.
\~~der8 and brogues, while not absolutely indispensable, are a great acquISl Ion on any but the smallest streams.
In wet weather, even when no
actual
dgIve
' far more protectIOn
- than boots and
. wading is necessary, waers
leggmgs, or even rubber knee boots.

fis~g IS by no

In selecting equipment the biggest mistake a beginner can make is

~ns~lt too m~y

to

authorities. Anglers, especially experts, have many pet
. eothnes of theIr own which they are always ready to impart. The difficulty
II at not in£reque tl th
_
rent
cl s h '
n y e prospectIve angler IS befogged by an appa
d a. of VIews, and either burdens himself with a lot of unnecessary gear or
6Cldes that the game is not worth the candle. I do not profess to be an
6pert, or even a very
t t
.
tti f rward
the folIo - .
compe en angler. Consequently, m pu ng 0
•
WIng hints about gear I would like to make it clear that they are !D
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realit! the result of gener~us advice from friendly anglers leavened by such
expenence as I have obt8Jlled on the river bank.
Rod.-For streams and small rivers, which can ordinarily be fished from
the bank, a fairly long rod (about 10 feet) will be found most useful. The
cardinal principle in fishing such waters is to keep out of sight of the fish.
This aim can .seldom be successfully achieved with a short rod, especially
if obstacles are numerous. As the brook rod will in the ordinary course be
used indiscriminately for fly and bait fishing, moderately stiff action should
be aimed at.
A serviceable greenheart rod of this description can be bought for a
couple of pounds or so. Where money is no object one can get a steel-cored,
split cane rod at ady price up to twenty pounds. The latter type is certainly a wonderful piece of workmanship, but it is well to remember that
there were great anglers before .steel and split cane were ever thought of as
rod materials. I would venture to suggest that the man who cannot catch fish
with a good greenheart rod will do little better with a far more expensive
weapon. The cheaper type of rod is usually fitted with brass or sooel rings.
The agate or porcelain rings found on more expen.sive weapons are a distinct improvement. For all ordinary purposes it will be sufficient to have
the top and bottom rings of porcelain. Most dealers will be only too pleased
to fit them to any rod. For that matter any handy person can purchase
them and fit them himself. The dealer from whom the rod is purchased
will recommend a reel to suit the balance of the rod. There is no need to
buy a very expensive reel for ordinary brown trout fishing.
Landing-net.-The most important point about the landing-net is to
make sure that the handle is fairly long. Anything less than three feet i
comparatively useless for fishing from the bank. The ring of the net should
be at least a foot in diameter, and the net itseII about eighteen inches deep
with a small mesh. Most of the small collapsible net one occasionally
are to a large extent unsuitable for brook fishing. A thoroughly serviceable
net can be bought for about ten shillings.
Bag or Creel.-This is a matter of personal choice. The bag is e . r
to carry, as it does not flop around with every movement of the angl r. But
it should be washed regularly, as it becomes filthy aftel: a couple of daye
of successful fiBbing. The creel keeps the fish much cooler and is .m~ch
easier to clean thoroughly. By using a belt it can be kept from swmgmg
about at awkward moments. A suitable bag or creel can be bought f about
fifteen shillings.
Flie •. -The beginner is advised to let an angling friend 1 th . A
great deal depends on where he intends to try hi luck. AI a g 11 ral rul
dealers are well acquainted with local needs, and will luppl1 app pria
patterns. With regard to 6y-6 bing generally. i. is w U to poin out th
the novice should confine his attention to wet fli until he hat gained CODsiderable experience. No useful purpose will b
rvad b~ piling ~p .. big
variety of patterns. About a dozen standard patterns WIll be q\Ut lum·
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cient. I have frequently seen beginners with about fifty different patterns,
and unable to name half of them. A fly book which can be purchased for II.
few shillings is recommended for keeping flies and casts tidy.
Line and Gut.-Jnferior line and gut are dear at any price. There is
no need for the beginner to buy very expensive line, but he should avoid
the very cheap brands. For ordinary wet·fly or bait fishing serviceable line
'can be bought for a penny a foot, or even less. A green line is probably the
most useful.
For brook fly-fishing fine casts are desirable. Anything heavier than
2x is not recommended except for bait-fishing.
Made-up casts can be
always purchased, but even the beginner can buy a hank of gut and make
up his own casts.
Bait Tackle.-During the summer months, when water is low and clear,
wet-fly fishing is for the most part a profitless pastime except at night. From
June onwards the worin, the natural fly, or the 'natural minnow are most
likely 'to prove successful.
Of 'the various worm-tacliles I have personally found the Pennell pattern the most sll.tisfactory. There are certain purists who regard WOrIDfishing as ,unsporting. In the early part of the season, or when a stream
is in flood, most anglers will agree that worm-fishing is little short of
slaughter, and is likely to take excessive toll of the resources of a stream.
In low water, however, with bright, fine weather, successful worm-fishing
calls for a degree of skill and patience which should satisfy even the most
fastidious fty-fisher~
For the natural fly ' a medium dapping hook with a fine cast will serve
most needs. The proper mounting of the rues can best be learned from an
experienced angler. The variety is endless. Black flies, bluebottles, grasshoppers, the daddy-long-legs, and numerous other insects are deadly under
favourable conditions.
There are various types of minnow tackle on the market. Mosn of them
ar~ satisfactory. But from my own limited experience I found the Archer
spmner about the most successful. A simpler device consisting of a large
hook ~d a small lip-hook mounted about an inch or so apart on mediu~
gut, gIves good results. The large hook is passed through the minnow. lD
~u~h a way that when drawn through the water a kind of wobbling motiOn
18 unparted to the minnow. For most branches of minnow-fishing a trace
and leads are necessary. Both can be obtained at any tackle dealers.
Wader. and Brogue •.-Satisfactory waders can be obtained for about
thirl'Y shillings, and brogues from a pound upwards.
,
.
Clothing.-~l~rs cannot afford to be too tasty in the matter of cloth ~'. An old swt which has fulfilled its allotted span in the normal sphere,
~l good for a couple of seasons' fishing. The ideal dress is a good, rough
eapun sports-coat of neutral shade, with plenty of pockets, and plus
f ours or an old p' f 'd'
d L""ts
to
8lI' 0 n lDg breeches, worn with long stockings an IJVV
complete the ensemble. A cap is better than a hat, but in fine weather
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neither is necessary. In wet weather a trench coat will,_of course, be absolutely indispensable. It is hardly necessary to point out that fishing will
not improve one's best uniform. Apart from the dangers of barbed wire and
bushes, an occasional ducking due to a mis-step is by no means an uncommon
experience.
I have made no attempt to explain how to fish. This has been done in
a manner which I could never hope to emulate by famous experts who have
produced a huge library of books on angling of all kinds. Personally, I have
found the following books very useful:" How and Where to Fish in Ireland" (" Hi-Regan ");
.. Trout Fishing in Brooks " (H. Garrow-Greene);
.. All about Trout Fishing " (R~ddell);
.. The Angler's Guide to the Irish Free State" (Official Publication of
Ministry of Fisheries);
" Salmon and Trout Fishing in Ireland" (Matson).
In addition to books, the enthusiast will derive considerable profit from
the excellent, but all too infrequent, fishing talks broadcast from the Dublin
station.
I would strongly emphasise, however, the importance of combining the
maximum of practice with the minimum of theory. The art of fishing can
never be learned at t}le fireside.
My only object in writing this article is to show the non-angler that,
for a comparatively insignificant outlay, he can cultivate a pastime which,
once the initial period of apprenticeship is passed, will never lose its interest. It combines plenty of exercise, fresh air, and endless variety in,
Most important of aU, it is
for the most part, attractive surroundings.
practically independent of weather conditions.
When his non-angling
friends are worrying about weather prospects for their holidays, the angler
is undisturbed. For he knows that if the weather is fine bis prospect are
good; if it is wet, they are better. What more can any reasonable person
expect in a climate like ours?

L. MAcA.
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A LIFE ON THE OCEAN WAVE.
By

MAJOR

J. P.

M. COTTER.

ALLIARD, grummet, clew, gunwale, topstrake, sampson post, clove
hitch, chainplates, leads and a lot of other expressions which one
hears in yachting and boating circles, mean little or nothing to the
average landsman, and when one learns that a floor is not a floor but
a platform; that .. hounds" have nothing to do with the canine variety;
that" booms" have nothing to do with Artillery; that travellers are neither
•. commercial " nor explorers; that •• shrouds " have nothing to do with the
grave; that" sheets" are ropes, and that what we call knot is not a knot
but a bend or a hitch; that a household fender has nothing to do with a
ship's fender; that" port .. is not a liquor; that " mouse" is a verb and
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~ot a rodent, and that gaff has no relation to fishing, and, finally, that to say

cast ~ch~ .. marks you as the most lubberly of landsmen, you may well
be forg1ven if ~ou imagine that learning a new language is a condition precedent to learnmg the rudiments of seamanship .
.F?rtunately, even the briefest acquaintance with boats and yachts--8s
a willmg worker-will convince you that imagination is the greatest difficulty to be overcome. Mastering the actual " dope" is comparatively
. saill··
easy .. You
. i magme
ng 1S dangerous. You imagine you'll never learngme
::o;:a
you~ll be seasick, etc., etc. Well, sailing may be dan~ero~s
. mg to one 1dea of danger, but not half so dangerous as jay-walking 1ll
a elty.
You can learn; in fact if you're interested you'll learn without
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knowing you're learning. As to sea sickness-well that is as may be. There
is no knowing beforehand. Some could never be seasick, others get sick at
first and then get used to it, while still others even after years of sea-going,
do not secur~ immunity.
Well the first thing to do! is to find out how you feel when there is a
bit of a sea running: get a friend to take you out a couple of times, or better
still, join a club and offer to go as .. crew." If you know nothing of boats
or sailing there won't be a rush for your services, but some or other of the
boat owners will take you on spec, and after the first trip you'll have learnt
In your first season as club member
something and others will follow.
you'll get the glad hand all round. Of the second season we'll talk later.
Now I won't bore my readers with a lot of technical jargon (mainly
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because I don't understand it all myself), but I think the following few
notes will help them to appreciate the principles which man follow~ when
he harnessed the wind to his service, and to realise that a boat deaagned for
sailing can use the wind to make headway against the wind.
.
We can all understand that a following wind will drive a boat be~ It.
just as the explosive charge drives the bullet before it. The fore act direct.
and in straight linetl. It is seldom, however, that the wind will blow e~tly
towards where we want to go, 80 we endeavour to utiliJe the foree ~ 0118
direction to create movement in another. When we take an orang pIp be·

9
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tween finger and thumb and squeeze it, what happens?
It flies off at
approximately right angles to the lines of force. Why? Because its sides
are tapered and not parallel, and the line of force strikes them therefore at
an angle. Let us now look at what happens with a boat when the wind is
dead abeam of being fore and aft.
The sails are not kept in line with the keel of the boat. They are eased
off (and they correspond with the side of the orange pip) and the wind strikes
The boat is designed for sailing, and has so much
them at an angle.
.. grip " in th~ water (by means of keel or centre-board or ballast, which
corresponds to the other side of the orange pip) that the wind cannot blow
it sideways before it, and the boat consequently goes forward.
Going against the wind the same principle applies. The boat is not
pointed head to wind, but is brought slightly into the wind. The design of
the boat will govern the trim of the sails, and both of these factors and the
strength of wind and tide will govern the rate of progress.
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. If ~d is blowing from A to B what is the good of going in the direotion C if you want to get from B to A.
Well that is what is called a
tack. When you get a certain distance towards C you turn and go on the
other• tack toward S D , and 80 by tacking
'
or, as landsmen would say, r;;a-0
Eaggmg, eventually reach .. A "
Of course
ycover
ou
' deal more ground (or water) than by the
direct
l'()
a great
.
. . ute, but your power costs you nothing. Now that's a bare beP1Vind
,DlDg m the art, or if you prefer, the science of utilizing the elements-
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and water. You can learn much from books, but you'll only get to grips
with the subject by practical experience. Why not join a club forthwith
and try yachting as a pastime this summer?
You'd naturally like to know something about the expense. I'm not
able to give alternatives. The Club to which I belong is lOs. entrance and
There will be your travelling expenses to (say, Dun
lOs. per annum.
Laoghaire). You are not likely' to do any damage, and the only other expenses are incidentals, e.g. If you go out for a day's cruising you will do
your part in providing the necessary provender. Costume, you probably
have already-grey or white flannel trousers, white, rubber-soled shoes and
white sweater. That is the first season. After the first season is over you
should be in a position to decide about a boat for yourself-they can be
obtained from £10 or £15 upwards, according to size and condition. If
you are not going to become an owner or part owner you should fix up tentatively as crew for the following season. Now your cash expenses will not
show any very marked increase, but you will have to give a hand in fitting
out for next season-gear has to be overhauled--decks caulked, scraping,
painting and varnishing done. Generally speaking, the owner foots the bill
for material, but since you are getting the pleasure of sailing it is only fair
that you should do your whack at the less pleasant but necessary part, and
if it comes in the cut that it is more convenient for you to get some of the
minor incidentals, well, £1 will leave you plenty of change. Whatever the
owner's views on this matter, don't grudge your work in fitting out. It will
be invaluable experience when you come to fit out your own craft. There
are plenty of people who will .. honour" the owner on a summer's day
when there is a good sailing breeze. Its the fellow who's done the rough
stuff with him that will count.
I won't attempt to point the joys and pleasures of sailing, racing or
cruising. Give it a trial and you'll find them for yourself, and always bear
in mind that it tends to be healthy, is likely to be useful, and it can be combined with fishing in .he vicinity of Dublin, and if you go farther afield you
may get an opportUDity of sampling the thrills of shark-fiBhing 10 ably described by Dr. O'Donel Browne.
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COATSEXCELLENCE.
or
Genu' .. TallJ-Bo ..
(as illustrated)

CAmAns.
Wmord,
Cork.
Kilkenny
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ror

Waiting or
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,

70s.
Without
Leg straps
:\ 61s.
Leather
Coats
lI0t0r

6/6, 7/6
each.

Youths, 1/3
·2/- each.
All Ireland
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LeniDP.

Burley and
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Footballs,
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HandBalls,
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BoziDg

Gloves,
Special

Knickers,
Boots,
Cont.t
Sklckinp,
Seta,
etc. Ask for
32/6 ML
Catalogue.
D and 46 LOWER O'CONNELL STREET, 34 NASSAU ST., DUBLlI.
78 PATRICK STREET, CORK.

ARMY OFFICERS' OUTFITS.
No. 1 CLOTH.
£5 15 6
2 12 6
£6 6 0
3 3 0

Service Tunic
Slacks
" Tunic ...
Mess
Slacks '"

"

£8 8 0
£9 9

0

110. 2 CLOTH, IBlSH.
Service Tunic
"
Slacks
Mess Tunic .. .
" Slacks .. .
Breeches, Strapped Buckskin
Great Coat ...

£5
2
£5
2

10
10
15
18

0
0
6
6

£8 0 0
£8 14 0
£3 3 0
£6 6 0

All Goods Made on the PrenliB.
bra. AocordiDI to Bank.
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